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Background: Evidence suggests that investing in specialist eating disorders services for young people with
anorexia nervosa could have important implications for the NHS, with the potential to improve health
outcomes and reduce costs through reductions in the number and length of hospital admissions.

Objectives: The primary objectives were to evaluate the costs and cost-effectiveness of alternative
community-based models of service provision for young people with anorexia nervosa and to model the
impact of potential changes to the provision of specialist services.

Design: Observational surveillance study using the Child and Adolescent Psychiatry Surveillance System.

Setting: Community-based secondary or tertiary child and adolescent mental health services (CAMHS)
in the UK and the Republic of Ireland.

Participants: A total of 298 young people aged 8–17 years in contact with CAMHS for a first episode of
anorexia nervosa in accordance with Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition,
diagnostic criteria.

Interventions: Community-based specialist eating disorders services and generic CAMHS.

Main outcome measures: Children’s Global Assessment Scale (CGAS) score (primary outcome) and
percentage of median expected body mass index (BMI) for age and sex (%mBMI) (secondary outcome)
were assessed at baseline and at 6 and 12 months.
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Data sources: Data were collected by clinicians from clinical records.

Results: Total costs incurred by young people initially assessed in specialist eating disorders services
were not significantly different from those incurred by young people initially assessed in generic CAMHS.
However, adjustment for baseline covariates resulted in observed differences favouring specialist services
(costs were lower, on average) because of the significantly poorer clinical status of the specialist group at
baseline. At the 6-month follow-up, mean %mBMI was significantly higher in the specialist group, but
no other significant differences in outcomes were evident. Cost-effectiveness analyses suggest that initial
assessment in a specialist service has a higher probability of being cost-effective than initial assessment in
generic CAMHS, as determined by CGAS score and %mBMI. However, no firm conclusion can be drawn
without knowledge of society’s willingness to pay for improvements in these outcomes. Decision modelling
did not support the hypothesis that changes to the provision of specialist services would generate savings
for the NHS, with results suggesting that cost per 10-point improvement in CGAS score (improvement
from one CGAS category to the next) varies little as the percentage of participants taking the specialist or
generic pathway is varied.

Limitations: Follow-up rates were lower than expected, but the sample was still larger than has been
achieved to date in RCTs carried out in this population in the UK, and an exploration of the impact of
missing cost and outcome data produced very similar results to those of the main analyses.

Conclusions: The results of this study suggest that initial assessment in a specialist eating disorders service
for young people with anorexia nervosa may have a higher probability of being cost-effective than initial
assessment in generic CAMHS, although the associated uncertainty makes it hard to draw firm conclusions.
Although costs and outcomes were similar, young people in specialist services were more severely ill at
baseline, suggesting that specialist services were achieving larger clinical effectiveness gains without the
need for additional expenditure. The results did not suggest that providing more specialist services would
save money for the NHS, given similar costs and outcomes, so decisions about which service type to fund
could be made with reference to other factors, such as the preferences of patients and carers.

Future work: Data on measures of quality of life capable of generating quality-adjusted life-years are
needed to confirm the cost-effectiveness of specialist services.

Trial registration: Current Controlled Trials ISRCTN12676087.

Funding: This project was funded by the National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Health Services and
Delivery Research programme and will be published in full in Health Services and Delivery Research; Vol. 7,
No. 37. See the NIHR Journals Library website for further project information.
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Glossary

Anorexia nervosa An eating disorder and mental health condition in which a person keeps their body
weight as low as possible.

Body mass index A measure of body fat based on height and weight that is used to determine if a
person is underweight, of normal weight, overweight or obese. The body mass index is calculated by
dividing a person’s body mass (weight) by the square of their height. In children and adolescents, the body
mass index varies with growth and needs to be adjusted for age and sex. The percentage median BMI is
calculated by dividing the young person’s body mass index by the median (i.e. 50th centile) body mass
index for young people of the same height, age and sex.

Cost-effectiveness acceptability curve A curve showing the probability that one treatment is
cost-effective compared with another treatment, subject to a range of possible maximum values that a
decision-maker might be willing to pay for an additional unit of outcome gained.

Cost-effectiveness analysis A method of economic evaluation that compares the relative costs and
outcomes (effects) of different courses of action.

Incidence A measure of the probability of a given medical condition occurring in a population within a
specified period of time, which is generally reported as the number of new cases occurring per year.

Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio The difference in mean costs between one intervention and
another divided by the difference in mean effects between the two groups.
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Plain English summary

P revious research suggests that providing specialist eating disorders services for young people with
anorexia nervosa could improve their outcomes and save money for the NHS by reducing the number

of young people who are admitted to hospital and the length of time young people spend in hospital if
they are admitted.

The aim of this study was to calculate the cost of supporting young people with anorexia nervosa who are
being treated in two different types of community services: specialist eating disorders services and general
child and adolescent mental health services (CAMHS). The study also investigated whether or not specialist
services are better value for money than CAMHS and would save the NHS money.

The study identified young people with anorexia nervosa by contacting all child and adolescent psychiatrists
in the UK and Republic of Ireland once per month for 8 months and asking them to inform the study if they
had a new case of anorexia nervosa.

These psychiatrists gave us information on 298 young people (aged 8–17 years) who had a diagnosis of
anorexia nervosa for the first time. These psychiatrists were asked to provide information on how these
young people were doing when they were first diagnosed and then 6 months and 1 year later. The study
also asked what health services the young people used during that year.

Young people in specialist services were found to be more severely ill than those in CAMHS when they
were first diagnosed. Despite this, care for young people in specialist services cost about the same as care
for those who were diagnosed in general CAMHS, and their outcomes after 1 year were also similar.
This work showed that specialist services may be better value for money than general CAMHS, but it did
not show that providing more specialist services would save money for the NHS. Decisions about how to
organise services could, therefore, take other factors into consideration, such as the preferences of patients
and carers.
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Scientific summary

Background

Evidence suggests that investing in specialist eating disorders services for young people with anorexia
nervosa could have important implications for the NHS, with the potential to improve health outcomes
through reductions in relapse rates, to reduce costs through reductions in hospital admissions and to
improve the quality of life of young people and their families.

Objectives

The primary aims of the Cost-effectiveness of models of care for young people with Eating Disorders (CostED)
study were to evaluate the cost and cost-effectiveness of alternative community-based models of service
provision for child and adolescent anorexia nervosa and to model the impact of potential changes on the
provision of specialist services using decision-analytic techniques. The specific objectives were to (1) identify all
new incident cases of anorexia nervosa in young people aged 8 years to 17 years and 11 months in the UK
and the Republic of Ireland (RoI) over an 8-month period and provide incidence estimates; (2) classify the
model of care provided for each community-based case identified at baseline as either a specialist eating
disorders service or a generic child and adolescent mental health service (CAMHS); (3) calculate the relative
cost of all notified community-based cases of child and adolescent anorexia nervosa in the UK and RoI and
determine the cost-effectiveness of different models of care at 6- and 12-month follow-ups; and (4) model
the impact on cost and cost-effectiveness of potential changes to the provision of specialist services.

Methods

An observational surveillance study was undertaken using the Child and Adolescent Psychiatry Surveillance
System (CAPSS), a system designed to ascertain cases of rare childhood mental health conditions in
the UK and RoI through monthly reporting by clinicians. Clinicians were asked to report cases of young
people aged 8–17 years in contact with CAMHS for a first episode of anorexia nervosa in accordance with
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition, diagnostic criteria between 1 February
2015 and 30 September 2015.

Clinicians notifying a positive case of anorexia nervosa were sent a baseline questionnaire and, if patients
were assessed as eligible for inclusion, follow-up questionnaires after 6 and 12 months. Baseline questionnaires
contained sections on the following: characteristics of the notifying service to enable services to be classified
as specialist eating disorders services or generic CAMHS, limited patient identifiers to provide basic
sociodemographic information and check for duplicate notifications, clinical characteristics to assess case
eligibility and outcome data against which to assess clinical improvements over follow-up. The 6- and
12-month follow-up questionnaires contained the same sections, but also included a section on the use
of secondary and tertiary mental health services for costing purposes.

The primary outcome measure was the Children’s Global Assessment Scale (CGAS). Secondary outcome
measures included percentage of median expected body mass index (BMI) for age and sex (%mBMI)
and the Health of the Nation Outcome Scales for Children and Adolescents (HoNOSCA). Cases were also
assessed for remission and relapse status.
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The incidence of anorexia nervosa overall and at each age for all ages of the young people in the study
was estimated as the rate per 100,000-person population at risk, with adjustments for missing notifications
and missing baseline questionnaires, providing a range within which the true incidence is likely to fall.

To assess which services met criteria for classification as a specialist eating disorders service, a Delphi
survey was undertaken that collected opinions from a range of stakeholders interested in eating disorders.
The aim was to reach consensus on the key criteria for a community-based mental health service to be
classified as a specialist eating disorders service. The Delphi survey was carried out online to maximise the
number of respondents from the following groups: service users and their families, child and adolescent
psychiatrists, paediatricians, other eating disorders professionals and service commissioners. Respondents
were asked to consider the importance of a range of criteria in considering whether or not a service can
be classified as specialist. Criteria were identified using existing guidelines for specialist eating disorders
services and clinical expertise, and respondents rated them on a five-point Likert scale from 1 = not
important to 5 = extremely important. The Delphi survey involved two rounds, with round 1 responses
that failed to achieve consensus in accordance with prespecified thresholds being entered into round 2,
when participants were given a second opportunity to respond and achieve consensus.

Data on inpatient, outpatient and day-patient mental health service contacts were used to calculate
the 6- and 12-month costs of all cases eligible for follow-up. All resource use data related to the period
February 2015 to September 2016, and costs, in Great British pounds, were for the 2015/16 financial year.
The total costs per participant in each group were compared using standard parametric t-tests, with the
validity of this approach confirmed using bootstrapping.

The cost-effectiveness of specialist versus generic services was explored in a decision-making context,
with a focus on the probability of specialist services being cost-effective compared with generic services
given the data available, rather than a focus on statistical significance. Measures of effect analysed in the
cost-effectiveness analysis were CGAS score (primary) and %mBMI (secondary). Incremental cost-effectiveness
ratios were calculated as the difference in mean cost between specialist services and generic services, divided
by the difference in mean effects. To explore uncertainty, cost-effectiveness acceptability curves plotting the
probability of one intervention being cost-effective compared with another were generated for a range of
possible values of willingness to pay for unit improvements in outcome.

Decision modelling was used to explore the impact of changes to the proportion of specialist versus
generic services, using a decision tree structure. The model used data collected in the CostED study and
followed the same timeline (12 months), with young people following one of two pathways (specialist or
generic) and grouped by remission and relapse status at 6 and 12 months. Cost-effectiveness was explored
in terms of total cost per 10-point increase in CGAS score for the full sample. CGAS scores are used to
classify patients into one of 10 categories of outcome, with each category covering 10 points on the scale;
thus, this approach generates a cost per improvement in functioning from one CGAS category to the
next, which is more clinically meaningful than cost per 1-point CGAS gain. Incremental analysis was not
appropriate for the economic modelling because there was no comparison between the two groups;
instead, the model explored the total cost per gain in outcome for the full population of young people,
dependent on the proportion of those young people who are initially assessed in specialist services or
generic CAMHS. The proportion of young people in the cohort initially assessed in specialist eating
disorders services was varied from 0% to 100% to determine if there is an optimal structure that
minimises the costs for the benefits gained. Two-way sensitivity analyses were carried out using different
assumptions about baseline CGAS score and the treatment effect, and a probabilistic sensitivity analysis
was undertaken to test the overall robustness of the model.

SCIENTIFIC SUMMARY
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Results

A total of 305 incident cases of anorexia nervosa were eligible for inclusion in the incidence study and
298 cases were assessed as eligible for inclusion in the follow-up study of cost and cost-effectiveness.
Clinicians completed and returned a 6-month follow-up questionnaire for 220 of these cases (74%) and a
12-month follow-up questionnaire for 187 cases (63%). The vast majority of the sample were girls (91%),
from England (70%) and were coded as white (92%; any white background); their mean age was
14.6 years (±1.66 years).

The missing data-adjusted estimate of the incidence of anorexia nervosa among young people aged
8–17 years, which we hypothesised to be the most accurate of three estimates presented, was 14 per
100,000. Comparison with previous studies suggests that overall incidence rates have remained steady
over the last decade or so, with 13.1 per 100,000 reported in a study of 10- to 14-year-olds carried out
between 2000 and 2009, compared with 12.6 per 100,000 estimated in the CostED study for young
people of the same age. However, there was evidence to suggest that rates among younger children have
increased, with a rate of 3.2 per 100,000 estimated in the CostED study for young people aged between
8 and 12 years, which is substantially higher than 2.1 per 100,000 for young people of the same age
estimated from a previous study carried out between 2005 and 2006.

In the Delphi survey, three criteria achieved consensus for inclusion (offering specialist outpatient treatment
for eating disorders, providing multidisciplinary specialist outpatient clinics dedicated to eating disorders
and holding weekly multidisciplinary meetings dedicated to eating disorders). These criteria suggest
that, to be classified as a specialist eating disorders service for young people, a service must provide
evidence-based services for the treatment of eating disorders, must be multidisciplinary and must have a
clear focus on, and expertise in, eating disorders.

A fourth criterion (the number of cases of eating disorders seen per year) remained uncertain after
both rounds of the Delphi survey, with approximately half (52%) of respondents rating it as either very
important or extremely important. Previous evidence supports the concentration of treatment for rarer
conditions within a small number of services that can develop expertise in that area, particularly in surgery.
However, the validity of this argument is less clear for treatments commonly provided to young people
with anorexia nervosa, which tend to be psychological and family based, albeit alongside management of
physical complications.

The lack of consensus in the CostED study regarding the number of cases of eating disorders seen by
a service per year may reflect differences in the configuration of services across geographical regions,
with more heavily populated areas being more likely than rural areas to receive a large number of
eating disorders referrals, and thus rural areas being less likely to rate this as important. There may be an
argument, therefore, for including this criterion only in reference to services likely to receive a minimum
number of referrals per year given the size of the population they serve, and not to allow it to penalise
services that may be ‘specialist’ in accordance with all other criteria, but where the size of the population
that they serve will make it hard to achieve a specified minimum number of cases per year.

To explore the implications of the uncertainty around this fourth criterion, the criterion was excluded from
the main analyses but included in sensitivity analyses, with services being required to see a minimum of
50 cases per year to be classified as specialist (the number of cases selected by the majority of respondents
to the Delphi survey).

In terms of service use, the number of hospital admissions (mean 0.54 specialist, 0.60 generic), the length
of hospital admissions (mean 32 nights specialist, 31 nights generic) and the number of outpatient contacts
[including CAMHS contacts (mean 30 specialist, 27 generic)] were similar in the specialist and generic
CAMHS groups. Young people initially assessed in specialist services were more likely to receive care in
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an eating disorders facility whereas young people initially assessed in generic CAMHS were more likely to
receive care in general psychiatry facilities, which may simply reflect geography and the location of services.

There were no significant differences in total costs over the 12-month follow-up period between the
specialist and generic groups in either the unadjusted (mean difference £1230, 95% CI –£14,529 to
£16,988; p = 0.878) or the adjusted (mean difference –£7106, 95% CI –£23,590 to £9379; p = 0.396)
analyses. However, adjustment for baseline variables resulted in observed differences favouring participants
in specialist services (costs were lower, on average) because of significant baseline differences, with those
initially assessed in a specialist service having poorer CGAS scores and %mBMI, both of which were
prespecified covariates. This suggests that specialist services were more likely than generic services to
assess more severely ill young people or those with more complex needs.

In terms of outcomes, at 6 months, %mBMI was significantly higher in the specialist group than in the
generic group (mean difference 2.58%, 95% CI 0.16% to 5.01%; p = 0.037), but this difference was no
longer significant at 12 months. There were no significant differences in CGAS score or HoNOSCA at either
the 6- or the 12-month follow-up. In terms of remission and relapse rates, at 6 months, the proportion of
young people exhibiting partial remission was greater in specialist services (25%) than in generic services
(22%), but rates were similar by 12 months (27% in both groups). Full remission was evident only for a
small proportion of the total sample (approximately 10% at 6 months and 24% at 12 months) and was
lower in the specialist group than in the generic group at both 6 months (6% specialist, 14% generic)
and 12 months (21% specialist, 27% generic). Relapse rates at 12 months were low and differed little
between groups (5% specialist, 6% generic).

Cost-effectiveness analyses suggest that initial assessment in a specialist service has a higher probability
(> 50% irrespective of willingness to pay) of being cost-effective than initial assessment in generic CAMHS,
for both the CGAS and %mBMI. However, no firm conclusion can be drawn without knowledge of society’s
willingness to pay for improvements in these outcomes. Decision modelling did not support the hypothesis
that changes to the provision of specialist services would generate savings for the NHS, with results and
sensitivity analyses suggesting that cost per 10-point improvement in CGAS score varies little as the percentage
of participants taking the specialist or generic pathway is varied.

Sensitivity analysis including the fourth criterion (> 50 cases seen per year), which failed to achieve consensus
for either inclusion or exclusion, resulted in a decrease in the proportion of cases judged to have been initially
assessed in specialist services. Although follow-up outcomes remained similar between the two groups,
differences in baseline clinical scores were more pronounced, with those classified as being assessed in
a specialist service being more severely ill at the point of assessment, and differences in cost were more
pronounced and higher in specialist services than generic services. These Delphi-informed sensitivity analyses
suggest that, in common with the results of the main analysis, more severely ill young people are more likely
to be referred to specialist services and, despite this baseline disparity, specialist eating disorders services
achieve outcomes similar to those of generic CAMHS, although at greater cost. In terms of cost-effectiveness,
results were less favourable for specialist services in the sensitivity analysis as a result of the greater cost
differences. Specialist services remained more likely to be cost-effective than generic CAMHS when using
%mBMI as the outcome measure, but in the case of CGAS score this finding applied to only low levels of
willingness to pay. Beyond willingness-to-pay levels of £3000 per unit of improvement in CGAS score, there
was a higher probability of generic services being cost-effective. Thus, the results were found to be sensitive
to the inclusion of this criterion, but only for the CGAS analysis.

SCIENTIFIC SUMMARY
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Conclusions

Anorexia nervosa is a relatively rare disorder, making it difficult to recruit adequately powered samples for
clinical trials. The CostED surveillance study was able to gather eligible case notifications from almost 80
services across the UK and the RoI and, although follow-up rates were lower than expected at both the
6- and 12-month follow-up points, the sample was still larger than has been achieved to date in randomised
clinical trials carried out in this population. The results suggest that, on average, young people with anorexia
nervosa initially assessed in specialist eating disorders services or generic CAMHS had similar outcomes and
costs at 12 months’ follow-up, but those assessed in specialist services were more severely ill when they
were first diagnosed, which resulted in specialist eating disorders services having a higher probability of
being cost-effective than generic CAMHS. This finding was true for a wide range of values of willingness
to pay for outcome gains; however, the lack of a clear willingness-to-pay threshold for the outcomes
measured in the study means that no firm conclusions can be reached. The results did not suggest that
providing more specialist services would save money for the NHS, given similar costs and outcomes, so
decisions about which service type to fund could be made with reference to other factors, such as the
preferences of patients and carers.

Future research should focus on the evaluation of eating disorders services as they evolve following the
publication of commissioning standards for the provision of community-based eating disorders services
for young people in June 2015 and the announcement of £30M of recurrent funding to support the
transformation of these services. In addition, given the chronic nature of anorexia nervosa, longitudinal
follow-up is needed to provide data to support assessment of the longer-term costs and benefits of
CAMHS for young people as they transition into adulthood, and whether or not lifespan services provide
a cost-effective alternative to age-specific care. In terms of methods, future research should consider
approaches for the collection of outcome data suitable for economic decision-making, such as generic,
preference-based measures capable of generating quality-adjusted life-years, currently recommended by
the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence and similar health technology assessment bodies in a
number of countries around the world.

Trial registration

This trial is registered as ISRCTN12676087.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Background

Anorexia nervosa is a serious and enduring eating disorder and mental health problem, with high
morbidity and the highest mortality among psychiatric disorders.1,2 The annual incidence in the most
vulnerable group (adolescent girls aged 15–19 years) is between 110 and 135 per 100,000.3,4 Anorexia
nervosa is commonly associated with severe physical, psychological and social impairments, and a
significant cost burden.5,6 Although the majority of adolescents with anorexia nervosa eventually recover,
the illness is often protracted, with a mean duration of 5–6 years.7 Because of the life-threatening nature
of this condition, a significant proportion of young people with anorexia nervosa are treated as inpatients
in hospital. In England, the number of hospital admissions for anorexia nervosa rose consistently by 37%
between 2011–12 and 2015–16.8,9 Although some admissions (mainly on paediatric wards) are brief, many
are as long as 6–12 months, and some are even longer. Hospital stay is disruptive to school, family and
social life, and relapse rates for inpatient treatment are high (25–30% after first admission and 50–75%
after subsequent admission),7,10 with evidence that clinical outcomes may be worse even when severity is
accounted for.11 By contrast, among those who respond well to outpatient family therapy, relapse rates are
as low as 5–10%.12–14

In the UK, at the time the Cost-effectiveness of models of care for young people with Eating Disorders
(CostED) study began, there were several possible referral routes for young people with anorexia nervosa.
One was from primary care to a generic child and adolescent mental health service (CAMHS) with varying
levels of expertise in eating disorders and a variable mix of individual or family-based treatments. In some
cases, this may include a specific eating disorders ‘mini team’. Another referral route was from primary
care directly to a specialist community eating disorders service for children and young people. These are
dedicated tertiary-level multidisciplinary services that cover a larger geographical area than single CAMHS
and have been reported to reduce rates of admission to hospital by as much as 60–80%.15 Other routes
into specialist community care include referrals from accident and emergency, social care and education.
Finally, patients may be so unwell that they are admitted immediately to paediatric care or to an inpatient
facility, thus bypassing community services.

To date, few studies have compared the relative benefits of different care pathways for young people
with anorexia nervosa. The available evidence, although limited, supports a case for specialist outpatient
treatment having a higher probability than CAMHS and inpatient treatment of being the most effective
strategy.16,17 Other indicators found to favour a community eating disorders service for children and young
people over a generic CAMHS include case identification, rates of hospital admission and continuity of
care. Evidence suggests that case identification of adolescent anorexia nervosa in specialist areas is 50%
higher than in non-specialist areas; hospital admission rates are significantly lower among patients whose
treatment started in a specialist service (16%) than among those whose treatment started in a generic
CAMHS (40%), and continuity of care is notably better for young people whose treatment began in a
specialist outpatient service than for those whose initial assessment took place in generic CAMHS.17

Economic evidence also supports the case for specialist outpatient treatment for young people with
anorexia nervosa, suggesting that specialist outpatient treatment is cost-effective compared with both
inpatient treatment and generic outpatient treatment.18 However, the data for this study were collected
between 2000 and 2003, so service configurations may now be very different. A recent systematic review19

of economic evaluations of prevention and treatment for eating disorders identified only 13 such studies in
total; only three of these focused on anorexia nervosa, and only one focused specifically on young people,
which was the study already identified.18
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Despite these findings, many parts of the UK and the Republic of Ireland (RoI) had little or no specialist
eating disorders provision for young people, although this has started to change in England following the
publication of guidance for commissioning standards and requirements for the provision of community-
based eating disorders services for children and young people in June 2015.20 The available evidence
suggests that, if the above findings are generalised, investing in the development of such services could
have significant implications for the NHS, with the potential to improve health outcomes through reductions
in relapse rates, to reduce costs through reductions in hospital admissions and to improve the quality of life
of young people and their families. The CostED study aimed to provide evidence of the potential savings to
be made from investment in specialist eating disorders services, alongside evidence that patient and family
outcomes will be enhanced or at least be no worse than the situation at the time that the CostED study
was undertaken.

Aims and objectives

The primary aims of the CostED study were to evaluate the cost and cost-effectiveness of alternative
community-based models of service provision for child and adolescent anorexia nervosa and to model the
impact of potential changes to the provision of specialist NHS services using decision-analytic modelling
techniques. The data collected for this purpose were also used to generate up-to-date estimates of the
incidence of anorexia nervosa in secondary care services for young people in the UK and the RoI, and to
map specialist and generic services for eating disorders across the UK and the RoI.

The specific objectives of the study were to:

1. identify all new community-based incident cases of anorexia nervosa in young people aged between
8 years and 17 years and 11 months in the UK and the RoI over an 8-month period using a psychiatric
surveillance system

2. classify the model of community-based care provided for each case identified at baseline as either
specialist or generic, using information from reporting clinicians on service characteristics and applying
consensus criteria obtained using a Delphi survey

3. calculate the relative cost of all notified incident cases of child and adolescent anorexia nervosa in the
UK and the RoI and determine the cost-effectiveness of different models of care provision at 6- and
12-month follow-ups through questionnaires to reporting clinicians

4. model the impact on cost and cost-effectiveness of potential changes to the provision of specialist
services in the UK and the RoI using decision-analytic modelling techniques.

The hypotheses of the study were that:

1. assessment and treatment by highly specialist or tertiary specialist community-based eating disorders
services for child and adolescent anorexia nervosa in the UK and the RoI would be less costly to
health services over a period of 12 months than assessment and treatment by, or referral via, generic
(non-specialist) CAMHS

2. assessment and treatment by highly specialist or tertiary specialist community-based eating disorders
services for child and adolescent anorexia nervosa in the UK and the RoI would be more cost-effective
from the health service perspective over a period of 12 months than assessment and treatment by,
or referral via, generic (non-specialist) CAMHS

3. increasing the availability of highly specialist or tertiary specialist community-based eating disorders
services for child and adolescent anorexia nervosa in the UK and the RoI would be cost saving to health
services over the medium to long term.

INTRODUCTION
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Chapter 2 Methods

Parts of this chapter have been reproduced from Petkova et al.21 © Author(s) (or their employer(s)) 2019.
Re-use permitted under CC BY. Published by BMJ. This is an open access article distributed in

accordance with the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Unported (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits
others to copy, redistribute, remix, transform and build upon this work for any purpose, provided the
original work is properly cited, a link to the licence is given, and indication of whether changes were
made. See: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. The text below includes minor additions and
formatting changes to the original text.

Study design

An observational surveillance study was undertaken using the Child and Adolescent Psychiatry Surveillance
System (CAPSS), a system designed to ascertain cases of rare childhood mental health conditions in the UK
and the RoI through monthly reporting by clinicians.22

This method of case identification aimed to identify all new community-based incident cases of anorexia
nervosa in young people aged between 8 years and 17 years and 11 months in the UK and the RoI over
an 8-month period (objective 1). Data were collected directly from clinicians who notified cases to CAPSS
and included information on service characteristics to enable each notifying service to be classified as either
specialist or generic (objective 2), use of health services to support the calculation of the cost of all notified
cases (objective 3), and clinical characteristics and outcome measures, which were used alongside the cost
data to assess the cost-effectiveness of different models of care provision (objective 3) and to model the
impact on cost and cost-effectiveness of potential changes to the provision of specialist services in the UK
and the RoI using decision-analytic modelling techniques (objective 4).

Objective 2, to classify the model of community-based care provided for each case identified as either
specialist or generic, additionally required information on criteria considered to be important to support the
classification of a service as a specialist eating disorder service. These criteria were identified using a Delphi
survey to achieve consensus.

Sampling

The study comprised young people aged between 8 years and 17 years and 11 months in contact with child
and adolescent mental health services for a first episode of anorexia nervosa in accordance with Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-5), diagnostic criteria.23 New cases of anorexia
nervosa were notified by clinicians via CAPSS on a monthly basis for a period of 8 months, from 1 February
2015 to 30 September 2015. The CAPSS methodology, which, in order to maximise the accuracy of incident
data, does not require patient consent, has been operating successfully since 2009 and is based on the
well-established British Paediatric Surveillance Unit system (www.rcpch.ac.uk/work-we-do/bpsu; accessed
8 February 2019). CAPSS aims to facilitate epidemiological surveillance and research into uncommon child
and adolescent mental health conditions, to increase awareness within the medical profession and public
alike and to allow psychiatrists to participate in surveillance of uncommon child and adolescent mental
health conditions.22

At the time of the CostED study, CAPSS used a report card, known as the yellow card, which contains
a list of the conditions currently being surveyed at any one point in time. More recently, CAPSS introduced
an e-mail system, but that was not available at the time of the CostED study. The yellow cards (or e-mail
notifications), along with reporting instructions and protocols for new studies, are sent every month to all
hospital, university and community child and adolescent consultant psychiatrists across the UK and the RoI.
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The reporting clinicians are sent the yellow cards (or e-mail notifications) from the CAPSS office and asked
to tick boxes against any of the reportable conditions they have seen in the preceding month, or to tick a
‘nil return’ box if none has been seen, and return the card to the CAPSS office. A tear-off slip is provided
with the card to enable psychiatrists to keep a record of patients reported. ‘Positive’ returns are identified
by the CAPSS administrator, allocated a unique CAPSS ID (identifier) number and notified to the appropriate
research investigator, who then contacts the reporting clinician directly to request completion of a brief data
collection form using the CAPSS ID.

For the CostED study, the report card contained a tick box for anorexia nervosa and was sent to reporting
clinicians along with a study-specific protocol card detailing the case notification definition for anorexia
nervosa (Box 1). Yellow cards or e-mails were sent monthly for the 8-month period of surveillance. The
case notification definition, which was approved by the CAPSS Executive Committee, was based on DSM-5
diagnostic criteria for anorexia nervosa and was intended to aid clinicians in their decision of whether to
tick ‘yes’ or ‘no’ on the yellow card, and therefore notify a case. It was not intended to identify whether or
not a case met study inclusion criteria, which was determined by the CostED research group after receipt
of all relevant data.

Setting

Cases were notified by clinicians in community-based or hospital-based secondary or tertiary NHS CAMHS
in the UK or the RoI.

BOX 1 The instructions used for case notification

Case notification definition

Please report any child/young person aged 8 to 17 years and 11 months inclusive, who meets the case

notification definition criteria below for the first time in the last month. One bullet point criterion from each

group below should be fulfilled.

Group A

l Restriction of food, low body weight, or
l Weight less than expected for age.

Group B

l Fear of gaining weight, or
l Fear of becoming fat, or
l Behaviour that interferes with weight gain, for example excessive exercising, self-induced vomiting, use of

laxatives and diuretics.

Group C

l Body image disturbance, or
l Persistent lack of recognition of the seriousness of the current low body weight.

Exclusions

l Patients who are not underweight.
l Patients with bulimia nervosa, binge eating disorder, avoidant restrictive food intake disorder or other

failure to thrive presentations.

METHODS
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Procedures

On receipt by the CAPSS system of a new notification of a case of child and adolescent anorexia nervosa,
reporting clinicians were sent a baseline questionnaire for each case that they reported (identified via the
unique CAPSS ID number). The questionnaire covered characteristics of the notifying service (to enable
classification of services as specialist or generic), clinical characteristics of the notified case (to assess case
eligibility for follow-up and for inclusion in the incidence study and to provide baseline assessments of
outcome) and referral pathway information for the notified case (to ensure that assessment and diagnosis
had not happened prior to the study surveillance period). Data collected via the baseline questionnaires are
detailed in full below (see Data).

In line with CAPSS procedures and ethics requirements, the baseline questionnaire also contained a limited
set of standard patient identifiers. The patient identifiers included a NHS or a Community Health Index
number (unique patient identifiers used in the regions of interest), a hospital number, the first half of the
postcode or the town of residence for the RoI, sex, date of birth and ethnicity (white, mixed, Asian, black,
Chinese, other or unknown). In Northern Ireland, identifiers were further limited to age in years and
months (instead of date of birth) and hospital identifier (instead of hospital number) to further reduce the
risk of patient identification, given the relatively small geographical area. In keeping with the requirements
of the Northern Ireland Privacy Advisory Committee, all patient-identifiable data from Northern Ireland
were retained by the local research team, deduplicated, anonymised and subsequently sent for analysis to
the central research team at King’s College London.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

For the incidence study (objective 1), cases were assessed as eligible for inclusion if the young person
(1) was between 8 years and 17 years and 11 months of age, (2) had no previous episode of anorexia
nervosa that came to the attention of services, (3) had received a clinical assessment in the reporting service
during the study surveillance period (1 February 2015 to 30 September 2015), (4) had not been referred
from another secondary health service (to ensure that assessment and diagnosis had not happened prior
to the study surveillance period) and (5) had the following clinical symptoms: ‘restriction of energy intake
relative to requirements’ and ‘persistent behaviour that interferes with weight gain, despite low weight’.
For all other study objectives (objectives 2–4), cases additionally had to be notified by a community-based
service, thus excluding notifications from inpatient services. However, cases excluded because they were
notified by an inpatient service were eligible for inclusion if they were subsequently notified by a
community-based service after discharge from the inpatient service.

The two symptoms noted above were initially used to assess eligibility, but these were later checked using a
tighter analytical definition based on the DSM-5 criteria. The purpose of this two-stage approach was to be
overinclusive and maximise the likelihood of the sample reflecting the actual population of young people
accepted for treatment by CAMHS. The tighter analytical definition included the following symptoms:

1. ‘restriction of energy intake relative to requirements’
2. ‘intense fear of gaining weight or of becoming fat’ or ‘persistent behaviour that interferes with weight

gain, despite low weight’
3. ‘perception that body shape/size is larger than it is’ or ‘preoccupation with body weight and shape’ or

‘lack of recognition of the seriousness of the current low body weight’.

Only one case that met the broad criteria failed to meet the tighter criteria, thus confirming the validity of
the broad criteria applied.

Cases were excluded if the clinician-reported data were insufficient to assess eligibility. Duplicates were
identified by comparing NHS/Community Health Index numbers, hospital numbers/hospital identifiers and
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date of birth/age in years and months, as appropriate. The management of duplicates was dependent on
the outcome for the original notification for which a duplicate had been identified. Four scenarios were
considered, and each was assessed in different ways, as follows:

1. If the first notification met the study inclusion criteria, the duplicate notification was excluded and the
original notification retained.

2. If the first notification resulted in exclusion on grounds of age (patient too young) or clinical ineligibility,
the duplicate notification was assessed as a new case to determine if the case now met eligibility criteria.

3. If the first notification had been excluded because of a previous episode of anorexia nervosa,
an assessment and diagnosis date prior to the study recruitment period, or referral from another
secondary care service, the duplicate notification was also excluded.

4. If the first notification contained insufficient information to judge eligibility for study inclusion (e.g. missing
date of birth), the duplicate notification was checked to see if it contained the missing information and,
if it did, the first notification was reassessed for eligibility and the duplicate was excluded.

Data

On notification from CAPSS, clinicians reporting cases of anorexia nervosa were sent a baseline questionnaire,
and, if the case was found to be eligible for study inclusion, follow-up questionnaires were sent 6 months
and 12 months after the date of initial assessment and diagnosis (as reported by clinicians in the baseline
questionnaires). Clinicians completed questionnaires from clinical records. Although 12 months is a
relatively short period in the treatment of anorexia nervosa, this had to be balanced against the burden on
clinicians, NHS interest in the results and the impact on the total duration of the study.

Items missing from baseline or follow-up questionnaires were pursued directly with reporting clinicians by
e-mail and telephone. Unreturned or incomplete forms were also chased by e-mail and post. If any of the
symptoms required for case definition was absent despite chasing, cases were individually assessed for
eligibility by a consultant child and adolescent psychiatrist co-investigator (MS). If there were too many
missing data to assess the case, the case was excluded.

In addition to the patient identifiers described in Procedures, the baseline questionnaires contained sections
on characteristics of the service, clinical characteristics, outcomes and care pathway of the case notified.
In addition, the baseline questionnaire asked whether or not the patient had experienced a previous episode
of anorexia nervosa for which they received treatment and whether or not the service was an inpatient
service, as the study inclusion criteria focus on community-based new, incident cases of anorexia nervosa.
The 6- and 12-month follow-up questionnaires contained identical sections but excluded the question on
previous episodes of anorexia nervosa, and in addition included a section on health service use to provide
data for costing purposes.

Service characteristics
Service characteristics included in the baseline and both follow-up questionnaires were initially identified
using UK definitions of specialist eating disorders services that were available at the time the CostED study
started (2013).24 The criteria were then refined through discussions with clinical members of the CostED
study research group to minimise the burden on reporting clinicians while retaining the criteria considered
most critical to the classification of services in the CostED study as specialist or generic. The following
questions were included:

l How many cases of eating disorders does the service see per year?
l Does the service offer specialist outpatient treatment for eating disorders?
l Does the service hold weekly multidisciplinary meetings dedicated to eating disorders?
l Does the service provide multidisciplinary specialist outpatient clinics dedicated to eating disorders?
l How long has the service existed: < 1 year, between 1 and 2 years, between 3 and 5 years or > 6 years?

METHODS
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Clinical characteristics
Clinical characteristics for each notified young person were included in the baseline and follow-up
questionnaires to enable assessment of case eligibility by the CostED research team at baseline and to
assess outcomes for the young people at follow-up. Clinical characteristics included weight and height
and the following clinical features, which required a response of yes, no, not known or not applicable:
restriction of energy intake relative to requirements, intense fear of gaining weight or of becoming fat,
persistent behaviour that interferes with weight gain despite low weight, perception that body shape/size
is larger than it is, preoccupation with body weight and shape, lack of recognition of the seriousness of
the current low body weight, excessive exercise, self-induced vomiting (plus estimate of frequency if yes),
laxative or diuretic abuse and binge eating (plus estimate of frequency if yes). In addition, clinicians
were asked if females had reached menarche and, if they had, whether or not they exhibited secondary
amenorrhoea. Note that although amenorrhoea is no longer included in the diagnostic criteria, it is an
indicator of significant weight loss and would support the diagnosis of anorexia nervosa.

Weight and height were used to calculate percentage of median expected body mass index (BMI) for
age and sex (%mBMI), which involves dividing the young person’s BMI by the median (i.e. 50th centile)
BMI for the same height, age and sex taken from appropriate growth charts such as those of the Child
Growth Foundation.25,26

Outcomes
Clinicians were asked to report scores for two generic outcome measures at baseline and both follow-ups:
the Children’s Global Assessment Scale (CGAS)27 and the Health of the Nation Outcome Scales for Children
and Adolescents (HoNOSCA).28 The CGAS is completed by clinicians and is used to rate the emotional and
behavioural functioning of children and adolescents in the family, school and social context. Clinicians score
the young person on a scale from 1 to 100 using a classification that includes 10 categories ranging from
‘extremely impaired’ (score 1–10) to ‘doing very well’ (score 91–100). The questionnaires contained a copy
of the CGAS classification system, describing each of the 10 categories, to support scoring by clinicians.27

The HoNOSCA is a routine outcome measurement tool rating 13 clinical features on a 5-point severity scale.
It assesses behaviours, impairments, symptoms and social functioning of children and adolescents with
mental health problems, producing a total score on a scale from 0 to 52, with a higher score indicating a
poorer outcome. More specific emotional and behavioural routinely used outcome measures, such as the
Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire,29 are poor at capturing eating disorders, and, although there are
eating disorders-specific outcome measures in use, such as the Eating Disorders Examination Questionnaire,30

these are less likely to be used in non-specialist services.

In addition, all cases were classified as ‘no remission’, ‘partial remission’ or ‘full remission’ at the 6-month
follow-up and as ‘no remission’, ‘partial remission’, ‘full remission’ or ‘relapse’ at 12 months. These
categories were defined by clinical members of the research group as follows.

Full remission at 6 months
Menstruating at 6 months if amenorrhoea at baseline and above minimally healthy weight (%mBMI of
> 85%) and no compensatory behaviours or bingeing (i.e. ‘no’ to all of the following five symptoms:
restricted eating, excessive exercise, self-induced vomiting, laxative abuse and binge eating) and minimal
impact on function (CGAS score of > 70).

Partial remission at 6 months
Do not meet criteria for full remission and above minimally healthy weight (%mBMI > 85%) and limited
impact on function (CGAS score of > 60).

No remission at 6 months
Do not meet criteria for full remission or partial remission.
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Relapse criteria at 12 months (if in partial or full remission at 6 months)
Admission to hospital between 6 and 12 months or ‘yes’ to symptoms of vomiting and/or binge eating or
weight loss of > 5% of %mBMI combined with ‘yes’ to any one of the following symptoms: restricted
eating, excessive exercise, self-induced vomiting, laxative abuse or binge eating.

Full remission at 12 months (if no remission or partial remission at 6 months)
Menstruating at 12 months if amenorrhoea at 6 months and above minimally healthy weight (%mBMI
> 85%) and no compensatory behaviours or bingeing (‘no’ to all of the following five symptoms: restricted
eating, excessive exercise, self-induced vomiting, laxative abuse and binge eating) and minimal impact on
function (CGAS score of > 70).

Partial remission at 12 months (if no remission at 6 months)
Do not meet criteria for full remission and above minimally healthy weight (%mBMI > 85%) and limited
impact on function (CGAS score of > 60).

No change at 12 months (if no remission, partial remission or full remission at 6 months)
If a participant is in no remission at 6 months and does not meet the criteria for either partial remission
or full remission at 12 months, then the participant remains in no remission. If a participant is in partial
remission at 6 months and does not meet criteria for relapse or full remission at 12 months, then the
participant remains in partial remission. If a participant is in full remission at 6 months and does not meet
criteria for relapse at 12 months, then the participant remains in full remission.

Referral pathway
Referral pathway information was included in the baseline questionnaire to ensure that assessment and
diagnosis had not happened prior to the study surveillance period and clinicians were asked to report
whether or not the case had been referred from another secondary health service. If yes, the clinician was
asked to report the type of service (inpatient psychiatry, paediatrics, specialist CAMHS, specialist eating
disorders service or other – please specify). To enable us to follow up those who had moved to another
CAMHS, clinicians were asked in the baseline and follow-up questionnaires if the patient had been
referred to another service and, if so, to which service.

Health service use
As data were to be collected from clinical records, the perspective of the economic evaluation was limited
to secondary/tertiary health services for which data were likely to be available to all reporting clinicians.
The 6- and 12-month follow-up questionnaires contained a section on the use of these health services,
which included hospital inpatient admissions (including the following ward types: paediatric, general
child/adolescent psychiatry, general adult psychiatry, child/adolescent eating disorders unit, adult eating
disorders unit or other), outpatient attendances [including paediatrics, specialist eating disorders service
(CAMHS or adult) and other psychiatric service (CAMHS or adult)] and day-patient attendances [including
paediatrics, specialist eating disorders service (CAMHS or adult) and other psychiatric service (CAMHS or
adult)]. For inpatient admissions, respondents were additionally asked to report whether or not the facility
was in the independent sector.

In a previous study [the Treatment Outcome for Child and Adolescent Anorexia Nervosa (TOuCAN) study],
which took a societal perspective, 2-year total costs were found to be heavily dominated by hospital costs
and CAMHS community outpatient costs.18 Together, these accounted for > 90% of the total 2-year
costs.31 Similarly, a more recent study found that service costs in a population of adolescents with eating
disorders were driven by hospital admissions.32 Thus, although our approach was narrower than that
usually adopted for an economic evaluation (i.e. excluding broader health and social care services), it was
considered appropriate to minimise respondent burden while still providing evidence of the key costs in
this population.

METHODS
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Sample size

The calculation of a sample size (which allows inferences to be made about the population as a whole)
was not appropriate for the CostED study, because the aim of the study was to collect population-level
data. However, some estimate of expected numbers was considered beneficial to support the estimation
of study resources. The following provides estimates for expected baseline and follow-up rates, based on
evidence available for the UK.

Primary care incidence of anorexia nervosa estimates
Based on data from primary care in the UK, between 1994 and 2000, the incidence rate of anorexia
nervosa among children and adolescents (aged between 10 and 19 years) was 34.6 per 100,000 for
females and 2.3 per 100,000 for males.33 Among children aged 0–9 years, the incidence rate was zero.
More recent UK estimates using data from 2000 to 2009 for young people aged 10–19 years indicate
a small increase in incidence rates to 37.1 per 100,000 for females and 3.2 per 100,000 for males.34

We applied these more recent estimates, broken down by age and sex when possible, to population
data for the UK and the RoI35,36 for young people aged between 10 and 18 years. Estimates for younger
children were available only from the earlier study.33 The results are reported in Table 1. These incidence
rates suggested an estimated number of new cases of anorexia nervosa in those < 18 years old in primary
care in the UK and the RoI over an 8-month period of 886 (approximately 810 females and 76 males).

Secondary care incidence of anorexia nervosa estimates
Data from secondary care studies were more limited. Data from a London care pathways study17 suggested
an incidence rate of 54.6 per 100,000 for young women aged between 13 and 18 years, including anorexia
nervosa and eating disorders not otherwise specified – anorexia nervosa sub-type (EDNOS-AN), a proportion
of whom would now be diagnosed with anorexia nervosa using DSM-5 criteria. Data for young men were
not reported as the numbers were so small. For the younger ages, data were available from a British national
surveillance study carried out in 2005/6 using the CAPSS system.37 Application of these rates to UK and the
RoI population data35,36 is reported in Table 2, broken down by age and sex when data allowed. For males
aged 13–18 years, primary care rates were used because of the lack of secondary care data for this group.34

These incidence rates suggested an estimated number of new cases of anorexia nervosa in the UK and the
RoI of 957 over an 8-month period, which is slightly higher than the primary care estimate above. However,
given that the majority of these cases were estimated using London data (females aged 13–18 years),17

TABLE 1 Incidence estimates for anorexia nervosa from primary care data

Age (years) and sex Incidence

Population by age Number of cases

SourceUK RoI UK RoI Total

8–9

Both 0.00 1,333,900 126,416 0 0 0 Currin et al.33

10–14

Female 24.00 1,741,600 147,415 418 35 453 Micali et al.34

Male 2.50 1,825,400 155,076 46 4 50 Micali et al.34

15–18

Female 47.50 1,494,000 110,237 710 52 762 Micali et al.34

Male 3.80 1,581,800 115,700 60 4 65a Micali et al.34

Total 12 months 1329

Total 8 months 886

a Does not add up because of rounding.
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we adjusted the London data downwards to take into account the fact that incidence rates in London may
be higher than the UK and the RoI more broadly as a result of higher incidence of eating disorders in urban
versus rural areas,38 as well as a higher concentration of specialist eating disorders services. We reduced
London incidence rates by 10% and by 20%, as shown in Table 2.

Estimated incidence of anorexia nervosa
The estimates presented in Primary care incidence of anorexia nervosa estimates and Secondary care
incidence of anorexia nervosa rates suggest a total population of new cases of anorexia nervosa of between
800 and 900 over the 8-month surveillance period. Using data from the previous British national surveillance
study,37 Table 3 reports expected rates of case notification at baseline and response rates at 6- and 12-month
follow-up, dependent on whether the number of new cases is the higher (n = 900) or the lower (n = 800)
of these estimates. The estimates in Table 3 suggest that approximately 590–660 notifications should be
received at baseline and follow-up data should be available for between 300 and 330 cases at 6 months and
between 220 and 250 cases at 12 months.

Incidence of child and adolescent anorexia nervosa

Accurate epidemiological estimates of the number of new cases of anorexia nervosa per year are helpful
for service planning. In the UK, the most recent incidence data available are from 2000 to 2009.34 To date,
the majority of incidence estimates have come from primary care records,33,34 which may fail to accurately
record all cases of eating disorders.39,40 This may be particularly true in the UK context, given guidelines41

requiring assessment and diagnosis of anorexia nervosa to be carried out by child and adolescent
psychiatrists in secondary or tertiary care settings. As a result, secondary care records are a more reliable
source of data on anorexia nervosa incidence than are primary care records.

Aim
The incidence component of the CostED study (objective 1) aimed to estimate the incidence of anorexia
nervosa in secondary care services among all young people, male and female, between the age of 8 years
and 17 years and 11 months in the UK and the RoI, using cases notified to the CostED study.

TABLE 2 Incidence estimates for anorexia nervosa from secondary care data

Age (years) Sex Incidence

Population by age Number of cases

SourceUK RoI UK RoI Total

8 Total 0.00 666,300 63,581 0 0 0 Nicholls et al.37

9 Total 0.72 667,600 62,386 5 0 5 Nicholls et al.37

10 Total 1.42 683,300 61,181 10 1 11 Nicholls et al.37

11 Total 1.69 703,100 60,587 12 1 13 Nicholls et al.37

12 Total 3.63 715,500 60,926 26 2 28 Nicholls et al.37

13–18 Female 54.60 2,208,700 168,213 1206 92 1298 House et al.17

13–14 Male 2.50 750,300 61,018 19 2 20a Currin et al.33

15–18 Male 3.80 1,581,800 115,700 60 4 65a Currin et al.33

Total 12 months 1440

Total 8 months 960

London incidence rate at 8 months, reduced by 10% 864

London incidence rate at 8 months, reduced by 20% 768

a Does not add up because of rounding.

METHODS
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Analysis: incidence study
All data analyses were carried out in the software packages Stata® IC version 14.2 (StataCorp LP, College
Station, TX, USA) and Microsoft Excel® 2010 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA).

Observed incidence rates (IRs) (IR0), defined as the number of new cases occurring during a specified period
of time in a population at risk of developing the disease, were calculated as follows: the number of confirmed
new cases of anorexia nervosa in the study’s 8-month surveillance period converted to 12 months [(number
of cases over 8 months/8) × 12], then divided by the population at risk and multiplied by 100,000 to give the
observed incidence rate per 100,000 young people:

IR0 = (confirmed new cases of anorexia nervosa converted to 12 months)/

the population at risk × 100,000
(1)

The population at risk, used as the denominator, was calculated as the total number of children of each
sex and each year of age between 8 and 17 in the UK and the RoI, minus the number of prevalent cases
of patients who, once diagnosed, are no longer part of the ‘at-risk’ population. Population data for young
women and young men aged 8 to 17 years in 2015 were obtained from the Office for National Statistics
for the UK35 and from the Central Statistics Office for the RoI.42 To estimate the number of prevalent cases
each year, incident cases in the previous age band were used as a proxy. For example, incident cases of
patients aged 8 years were used as a proxy for prevalent cases in the estimation of the ‘at-risk’ population
aged 9 years, and so on.

To consider incidence among unobserved missing cases, adjustments were needed to take into account
unreturned notification cards to CAPSS and unreturned questionnaires for positive case notifications.

TABLE 3 Expected rates of case notification and follow-up over 8 months

Expected rates of notification and follow-up Lower estimate Higher estimate

Baseline notifications

Expected new cases in UK and the RoI 800 900

75% referred by psychiatrists (excludes paediatricians) 600 675

85% of all psychiatrists expected to report 510 574

Plus 15% expected duplicatesa = total baseline notifications 587 660

Follow-up rates

Expected new cases excluding duplicates 510 574

85% with sufficient data to assess eligibilityb 434 488

80% with no reporting errorsc 347 390

85% response rate at first follow-up = 6-month estimate 295 332

75% response rate at second follow-up = 12-month estimate 221 249

a We assumed that 15% of cases would be duplicates. A duplicate rate of 31% was reported in the British national
surveillance study.37 However, that study included data from both paediatricians and psychiatrists, thus increasing the
likelihood of duplicate notifications.

b We assumed that 15% would be excluded because of insufficient data, as reported in the national surveillance study.37

c We assumed that 20% of cases would be excluded because of reporting errors. This figure was 29% in the national
surveillance study;37 however, we planned to contact clinicians by telephone to minimise reporting errors and thus
applied a lower rate.
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Just over half of all CAPSS notification cards sent out were returned (50.16%). To account for incidence
among the 49.84% of unreturned cards, two assumptions were made about the unreturned cards, and a
correction applied to the observed incidence rate as appropriate.

l Assumption 1: to take into consideration the possibility that unreturned cards are more likely to be
negative (i.e. ‘nil’ returns), it was assumed that half of the unreturned cards (24.92%) were ‘negative’
and the other half followed the same proportion of ‘negative’ and ‘positive’ as the returned cards.
This assumption translates to a correction coefficient of 1.50, derived from (24.92 + 50.16)/50.16.

l Assumption 2: assuming no bias in the likelihood of unreturned cards being either negative or positive
returns, it was assumed that all unreturned notification cards followed the same proportion of ‘negative’
and ‘positive’ as the returned cards. This assumption translates to a correction coefficient of 1.99 derived
from (49.84 + 50.16)/50.16.

These assumptions provide a range of incidence rates from a minimum (observed incidence rates) to a
maximum (assumption 2), within which the actual rate is likely to fall. It is hypothesised that assumption
1 provides the most realistic estimate because it assumes that there is a bias in the response rates with
greater likelihood that unreturned cards are negative (i.e. clinicians are less likely to return ‘nil’ returns than
‘positive’ returns) but does not assume that all unreturned cards are ‘nil’ returns.

Approximately two-thirds of the questionnaires that were sent to clinicians reporting positive cases of
anorexia nervosa were returned (63%), leaving one-third (37%) unreturned. As all these questionnaires
relate to a ‘positive’ notification, we applied a correction coefficient of 1.59, derived from (37 + 63)/63,
which assumes that the incidence rate for the unreturned questionnaires is the same as the incidence rate
identified in the returned questionnaires for each year of age.

As well as reporting the observed incidence rates (IR0), we combined the correction coefficients described
above to generate two adjusted incidence rates.

Adjusted incidence rate 1
Confirmed new cases of anorexia nervosa converted to 12 months, multiplied by the correction for
unreturned CAPSS notification cards under assumption 1, multiplied by the correction for unreturned
questionnaires, then divided by the population at risk and multiplied by 100,000. This estimate applies
the proportion of observed positive and negative cases to half of the cases unobserved as a result of
unreturned CAPSS notification cards (the other half assumed ‘nil’ returns) and to all data unobserved
because of unreturned questionnaires:

IR1 = (confirmed new cases of anorexia nervosa converted to 12 months × 1.50 × 1.59)/

the population at risk × 100,000
(2)

Adjusted incidence rate 2
Confirmed new cases of anorexia nervosa over 12 months, multiplied by the correction for unreturned
CAPSS notification cards under assumption 2, multiplied by the correction for unreturned questionnaires
and then divided by the population at risk and multiplied by 100,000. This estimate applies the proportion
of observed positive and negative cases to all data unobserved as a result of unreturned CAPSS notification
cards and to all data unobserved as a result of unreturned questionnaires:

IR2 = (confirmed new cases of anorexia nervosa converted to 12 months ×1.99 × 1.59)/

the population at risk × 100,000
(3)

For each incidence rate, IR0, IR1 and IR2, total, age-specific and sex-specific annual incidence rates
for anorexia nervosa for the year 2015 and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated based on the
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Poisson distribution43 using the Stata version 14.2 command ‘ci means [N new anorexia nervosa cases 12m],
Poisson [exposure(total population)]’ for positive integers/whole incidence numbers (Stata interprets any non-
integer decimal point number between 0 and 1 as the fraction of events and converts it to an integer number)
and an online CI calculator for rational/fraction numbers (www.openepi.com/PersonTime1/PersonTime1.htm;
accessed 13 February 2017). Annual incidence rates were stratified by discrete age (8–17 years) and sex.

Classification of child and adolescent mental health services as specialist
or generic

Specialist eating disorders services are not clearly defined, with definitions changing over time20,24 and
little indication of how these criteria have been determined. The absence of a clear consensus on what
constitutes a specialist eating disorders service hampers attempts to evaluate the clinical effectiveness and
cost-effectiveness of such services, and thus to assess the value of future investment to expand provision to
a greater proportion of the population.

Aim
The aim of the service classification component of the CostED study was to obtain consensus on the key
features of a specialist child and adolescent eating disorders service from a range of stakeholders in order
to support the classification of notifying services as either specialist or generic (objective 2).

Study design
The Delphi survey method was used to collect opinions from a wide range of stakeholders in eating disorders,
and to reach consensus on the key criteria for a community-based CAMHS to be classified as a specialist
eating disorders service. The Delphi approach is a technique designed to combine individual opinions into
group consensus, iteratively, through a series of rounds of structured questionnaires. Responses from each
round are analysed, summarised and fed back to the participants, who are given an opportunity to respond
again to the emerging data.44–50 The availability of online survey platforms enabled this study to use the
Delphi technique to involve geographically distant respondents in larger numbers than are traditionally used
in studies employing face-to-face discussion.

Respondents
A range of stakeholders, including service users and their families, child and adolescent psychiatrists,
paediatricians, other eating disorders professionals and service commissioners, were invited to take part
in the Delphi survey using two different methods: direct e-mail contact and an open web link invitation.
Direct e-mails were sent to 687 named child and adolescent psychiatrists using the CAPSS database and
to five service commissioners known by the research group to be working in child and adolescent mental
health. The open web link invitation was circulated by a range of networks including the eating disorders
faculty of the Royal College of Psychiatrists, a group of approximately 1500 child and adolescent and adult
psychiatrists, and the Child and Adolescent Feeding and Eating Disorders Network (Café-Net). Café-Net
is a multidisciplinary network of approximately 300 child and adolescent feeding and eating disorders
professionals working in eating disorders services, whose members include child and adolescent psychiatrists,
paediatricians, psychologists, psychotherapists, family therapists, dietitians and nurses. Service users and
their families were invited to take part via a survey web link advertised by Beat, the UK national eating
disorders charity, via its e-newsletter (approximately 21,500 e-mail addresses) and its research e-newsletter
(approximately 456 e-mail addresses of people who signed up to receive updates about opportunities to
take part in research).

Criteria for specialist eating disorders services
Criteria relevant to the classification of specialist eating disorders were identified as described in Service
characteristics. The included criteria are summarised in Table 4, alongside the UK guideline criteria available
at the time24 and, for comparison, guideline criteria for England that became available after the CostED
study began.20
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TABLE 4 Guidelines for specialist eating disorders services in the UK and associated questions included in the
questionnaire to clinicians

Criterion

Guidelines available
at the start of the
CostED study24

Associated questions
included in
questionnaire to
clinicians Comment

Guidelines that became
available after the
CostED study began20

Interventions Patients are
offered individual
interventions,
including CBT and
family-based
interventions

‘Does the service offer
specialist outpatient
treatment for eating
disorders?’

The clinical group advised
that a wide range of
interventions are available
and that focusing only on
CBT and family-based
interventions would be
too narrow

Use up-to-date evidence-
based interventions to treat
the most common types of
coexisting mental health
problems (e.g. depression
and anxiety disorders)
alongside the eating
disorder

Staff The service will have a
multidisciplinary staff
team, including at
least one consultant
psychiatrist, one nurse
and one therapist

‘Does the service hold
weekly multidisciplinary
meetings dedicated
to eating disorders?’
and ‘Does the service
provide multidisciplinary
specialist outpatient
clinics dedicated to
eating disorders?’

Given the CAPSS
requirement to keep the
CostED questionnaire
brief to minimise
reporting burden, it was
not possible to request
data on all staff in
reporting services so the
focus was placed on the
multidisciplinary nature
of the eating disorders
provision

Include medical and
non-medical staff with
significant eating disorders
experience

Activity There will be ≥ 25
new referrals per
annum

‘How many cases of
eating disorders does
the service see per
year?’

Included The service should receive
≥ 50 new eating disorders
referrals per year, which
are likely to include
anorexia nervosa, bulimia
nervosa, binge eating
disorder and related
diagnoses

Population Not stated ‘Approximate
population of
catchment area covered
by the service?’

Included on the advice
of clinical research
team members on the
assumption that specialist
services are more likely to
be made available to a
wider catchment area

Cover a minimum general
population of 500,000
(all ages)

Age of service Criteria not included ‘How long has the
service existed for?’

Included on the advice
of clinical research
team members on the
assumption that more
established services will
have had longer to
become ‘specialist’

Criteria not included

Intensity Outpatient and
inpatient treatment
are provided

Criteria not included Excluded as the focus of
the CostED study was on
community-based services

Criteria not included

Referral
pathway

Criteria not included Criteria not included Criteria outlined as part
of guidelines published
after the CostED study
began

Enable direct access to
community eating disorders
treatment through self-
referral and from primary
care services (e.g. GPs,
schools, colleges and
voluntary sector services)

CBT, cognitive–behavioural therapy; GP, general practitioner.
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These criteria were included in the Delphi survey and respondents were asked to rate the importance
of each criterion in considering whether or not a community-based eating disorders service can be
classified as a specialist service. Responses were rated on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 = not important to
5 = extremely important. Full details of the criteria, associated questions and responses are contained in
Table 5. Some questions were associated with follow-up subquestions that were asked only of those who
rated the main criterion as important (2 = slightly important, 3 = moderately important, 4 = very important
or 5 = extremely important).

TABLE 5 Delphi survey criteria, questions and responses

Question Criterion Question Response

1 Offering specialist (evidence-
based) outpatient treatment
for eating disorders

How important is this in considering
whether or not a community-based
eating disorders service can be
classified as a specialist service?

1 = not important, 2 = slightly
important, 3 =moderately important,
4 = very important, 5 = extremely
important

2 Holding weekly
multidisciplinary meetings
dedicated to eating disorders

How important is this in considering
whether or not a community-based
eating disorders service can be
classified as a specialist service?

1 = not important, 2 = slightly
important, 3 =moderately important,
4 = very important, 5 = extremely
important

3 Providing multidisciplinary
specialist outpatient clinics
dedicated to eating disorders

How important is this in considering
whether or not a community-based
eating disorders service can be
classified as a specialist service?

1 = not important, 2 = slightly
important, 3 =moderately important,
4 = very important, 5 = extremely
important

4 Number of cases of eating
disorders a service sees
per year

How important is this in considering
whether or not a community-based
eating disorders service can be
classified as a specialist service?

1 = not important, 2 = slightly
important, 3 =moderately important,
4 = very important, 5 = extremely
important

Sub 5 Number of cases of eating
disorders a service sees
per year

If important, what is the minimum
number of cases of eating disorders
that a community-based eating
disorders service should see per year
before it can be classified as a
specialist service?

1 =≥ 10, 2 =≥ 25, 3 = ≥ 50, 4 = ≥ 75,
5 =≥ 100

6 Population size of the
catchment area covered by
the service

How important is this in considering
whether or not a community-based
eating disorders service can be
classified as a specialist service?

1 = not important, 2 = slightly
important, 3 =moderately important,
4 = very important, 5 = extremely
important

Sub 7 Population size of the
catchment area covered by
the service

If important, what is the minimum
approximate population of the
catchment area that a community-
based eating disorders service should
cover before it can be classified as a
specialist service?

1 =≥ 25,000, 2 = ≥ 50,000,
3 =≥ 100,000, 4 = ≥ 250,000,
5 =≥ 500,000, 6 = ≥ 750,000,
7 =≥ 1,000,000, 8 = national
coverage

8 Length of time a service
has existed

How important is this in considering
whether or not a community-based
eating disorders service can be
classified as a specialist service?

1 = not important, 2 = slightly
important, 3 =moderately important,
4 = very important, 5 = extremely
important

Sub 9 Length of time a service
has existed

How long should a community-based
eating disorders service have existed
for before it can be classified as a
specialist service?

1 = < 1 year, 2 = 1–2 years,
3 = 3–5 years, 4 = ≥ 6 years
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Procedure
The Delphi survey involved two rounds. Round 1 took place between 29 January 2016 and 6 May 2016
and included all six main questions and three subquestions listed in Table 5. Round 2 took place between
20 July 2016 and 20 September 2016 and included only the main questions (and their associated subquestions,
if relevant) when consensus had not been reached in round 1. For each question and subquestion included in
round 2, data from round 1 were reported to allow respondents to consider their response in relation to
the group average from round 1. If consensus was not reached in round 2, the item was excluded from
the final criteria checklist for analysis purposes but included in a sensitivity analysis. For brevity and to
encourage maximum participation, no other information was collected as part of the survey, apart from
e-mail addresses, which were included in round 1 in order to be able to recontact round 1 participants to
complete the round 2 survey.

Consensus
Consensus decision rules for the main criteria in this study were finalised prior to data analysis and focused
on the percentage of respondents rating each criterion as either 4 (very important) or 5 (extremely important).
The literature to date does not provide a clear definition of what percentage agreement is required before
consensus is reached in Delphi panels. Values vary from 51% to 100%,44–50 with 75% being the median
threshold to define consensus.44 We conservatively chose 80% as our threshold to conclude that consensus
had been reached that a criterion was essential when categorising a service as a specialist eating disorders
service. The threshold below which we considered consensus to have been reached to exclude a criterion was
set at < 50%, again relatively conservatively compared with previous literature.49 Percentage responses
between 50% and 79% were considered ‘consensus not reached’, and criteria falling into this range in
round 1 were included in round 2 of the Delphi survey. The decision rules are summarised in Table 6.

Analysis: classification study
Responses to the Delphi survey were collected using the online survey platform SurveyMonkey® (Palo Alto,
CA, USA). Following survey completion, responses were imported in Microsoft Excel 2010 and converted
to a Stata IC version 14.2 data set when analysis was conducted. Responses were summarised using
descriptive statistics, including the number and percentage of responses in each category and the median
and mode measures of central tendencies for ordinal data. The predetermined consensus decision rules
described above were applied to all responses.

Using data from the CostED study, consensus criteria were applied at both the service level and the patient
level to provide estimates of the proportion of notifying services classified as specialist or generic, and the
proportion of CostED participants being assessed in specialist versus generic community-based services. In
the main analysis, services were classified using only those criteria for which consensus had been reached
in the Delphi survey. Classification was repeated in a sensitivity analysis that additionally included criteria
that remained uncertain after both Delphi survey rounds. Data from subquestions are reported only when
associated with a main question for which consensus was reached to include the criterion or when
consensus was uncertain and thus the criterion was included in the sensitivity analysis.

TABLE 6 Delphi decision rules

Percentage of respondents rating criterion as 4 or 5 (%) Decision rule

80–100 Consensus reached and item included in checklist

50–79 Consensus not reached

0–49 Consensus reached and item excluded from checklist

METHODS
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Cost, effectiveness and cost-effectiveness analysis

Cost of health service contacts
Data on inpatient, outpatient and day-patient health service contacts, described in Health service use, were
used to calculate the 6- and 12-month costs of all cases eligible for follow-up and to assess the relative
cost of alternative community-based models of service provision (objective 3). All resource use data related
to the period February 2015 to September 2016 (8 months of surveillance and 12-month follow-up) and
costs, in Great British pounds, were for the 2015/16 financial year. Discounting was not necessary as the
follow-up length was not more than 12 months. Costs for NHS hospital admissions and outpatient and
day-patient contacts, which included CAMHS contacts, were taken from NHS Reference Costs 2014–15.51

The cost of independent sector hospital admissions and contacts were provided by a range of independent
sector organisations and NHS trusts via personal communications and the average cost used when more
than one figure was provided. Unit costs are summarised in Table 7.

Analysis: costs and outcomes
All analyses compared participants initially assessed and diagnosed in specialist eating disorders services with
those initially assessed and diagnosed in generic CAMHS, with services classified using the results of the
Delphi analysis already described (see Classification of children and adolescent mental health services as
specialist or generic). All analyses were adjusted for prespecified baseline covariates including baseline CGAS
score, baseline %mBMI, age, sex and region (England, Wales, Scotland, Northern Ireland or the RoI).

TABLE 7 Unit costs for health services used

Service Unit cost (£) Source

NHS inpatient cost per night

Eating disorders unit: child/adolescent 510.14 NHS Reference Costs 2014–1551

Eating disorders unit: adult 455.02 NHS Reference Costs 2014–1551

General psychiatry: child/adolescent 633.07 NHS Reference Costs 2014–1551

General psychiatry: adult 197.29 NHS Reference Costs 2014–1551

Paediatric if stay is 1 night 426.99 NHS Reference Costs 2014–1551

Paediatric if stay is > 1 night 592.27 NHS Reference Costs 2014–1551

Other NHS 389.10 NHS Reference Costs 2014–1551

Independent sector inpatient cost per night

Eating disorders unit: child/adolescent 695.00 Personal communication

General psychiatry: child/adolescent 668.00 Personal communication

Outpatient cost per contact

Eating disorders service 262.12 NHS Reference Costs 2014–1551

Other psychiatry 298.57 NHS Reference Costs 2014–1551

Paediatric 194.36 NHS Reference Costs 2014–1551

Day-patient cost per contact

Eating disorders service 274.21 NHS Reference Costs 2014–1551

Other psychiatry 326.16 NHS Reference Costs 2014–1551

Paediatric 446.60 NHS Reference Costs 2014–1551
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Total costs per participant in each group over the 6- and 12-month follow-up periods were compared
using standard parametric t-tests. Although cost data are commonly skewed, the advantage of this
approach, as opposed to logarithmic transformation or non-parametric tests, is the ability to make
inferences about the arithmetic mean, which is more meaningful from a budgetary perspective.52 The
robustness of this approach was confirmed using bootstrapping.53 Outcomes tested for differences at the
6- and 12-month follow-up points included the CGAS score, HoNOSCA and %mBMI. All were tested
using standard t-tests.

We had originally proposed additionally exploring differences between children (between 8 and 12 years
old) and adolescents (between 13 and 17 years old) and between young people living in rural or urban
areas. However, neither proved possible. For the comparison of children and adolescents, the sample of
children proved too small, with only 35 (12%) of the follow-up sample being between 8 and 12 years of age.
Furthermore, full 12-month cost data were available for only 18 cases and outcome data were available for
a maximum of 23 cases (%mBMI) and a minimum of three cases (HoNOSCA) at 6-month follow-up and
for a maximum of 13 cases (%mBMI) and a minimum of three cases (HoNOSCA) at 12-month follow-up.
For the purpose of comparing rural and urban areas, the first half of a postcode proved inadequate to
enable locations to be accurately classified, with a large proportion of the first halves of postcodes covering
a mixture of rural and urban areas. Without full postcodes, this analysis could not be undertaken.

All analyses used complete-case data. Missing items in questionnaires were chased up directly with reporting
clinicians via both e-mail and telephone. Missing follow-up questionnaires (or cases that could not be
included as a result of key missing items) were assumed to be missing at random, and sensitivity analysis
examined the effect of these missing cases on total costs (over the periods 0–6 months, 6–12 months and
0–12 months) and outcomes (%mBMI, CGAS score and HoNOSCA at 6 and 12 months) using multiple
imputations to test the robustness of the complete-case analyses.54

Analysis: cost-effectiveness analysis
Individual-level cost and outcome data were used to calculate the relative cost-effectiveness of initial
assessment and diagnosis of anorexia nervosa in a community-based specialist eating disorders service
compared with initial assessment and diagnosis in a community-based generic CAMHS at the 6- and
12-month follow-up points. Although the 12-month follow-up point was considered the primary end
point given the chronic and long-term nature of anorexia nervosa, missing data were expected to be
higher at the 12-month point, so assessment of cost-effectiveness at the 6-month follow-up point was
also considered important.

The prespecified primary measure of effectiveness for the cost-effectiveness analysis, as outlined in the
proposal and the original protocol, was the HoNOSCA. The %mBMI was specified as a secondary cost-
effectiveness analysis because, although more narrowly focused on weight, data on weight and height
were expected to be available for a greater proportion of the population than data on clinical outcomes.
The preference in economic evaluation is to measure outcomes using broad, preference-based, generic
measures of quality of life capable of generating quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs).55 However, the
CostED study was limited to measures of outcome likely to be available from clinical records and, although
weight-related outcomes are key to anorexia measures, the HoNOSCA was chosen as the primary measure
because it is a broader measure of outcome than %mBMI.

It became clear from the baseline questionnaires, however, that the number of missing HoNOSCA data
was substantial (79% missing at baseline), suggesting that this measure was not being routinely used in
many outpatient services. For this reason, the protocol was amended, replacing the HoNOSCA with the
CGAS, for which a greater proportion of data were available (8% missing at baseline). As expected, the
number of missing data was smallest for %mBMI (1% missing at baseline), and, therefore, %mBMI was
retained as the measure of effectiveness in a secondary cost-effectiveness analysis.

METHODS
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The cost-effectiveness of specialist versus generic services was explored in a decision-making context,
with a focus on the probability of one service model being cost-effective compared with the other given
the data available, rather than a focus on statistical significance. This is the recommended approach for
economic evaluation in the UK context.56 Cost-effectiveness analysis is concerned with the combined
difference in costs and effects between interventions and was assessed by taking the recommended net
benefit approach.57 One treatment can be defined as cost-effective relative to a comparator if (1) it is less
costly and more effective and is thus dominant; (2) it is more costly and more effective, but the additional
cost per extra unit of effectiveness is considered worth paying by decision-makers; or (3) it is less costly
and less effective and the additional cost per extra unit of effectiveness generated by the alternative is
not considered worth paying. In scenario (1), in which one intervention is dominant, cost-effectiveness is
confirmed. In scenarios involving a trade-off, such as (2) and (3), incremental cost-effectiveness ratios are
calculated as the difference in mean costs between one intervention and another (in this case specialist
minus generic services) divided by the difference in mean effect between the two groups.

A joint distribution of incremental mean costs and effects for the two groups was generated using
non-parametric bootstrapping53 to explore the probability that each treatment is the optimal choice,
subject to a range of possible maximum values (ceiling ratio) that a decision-maker might be willing
to pay for an additional unit of outcome gained. Willingness to pay was varied from £0 to £30,000.
Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves were then generated by plotting these probabilities for a range of
possible values of the ceiling ratio.58,59 These curves are the recommended decision-making approach to
dealing with the uncertainty that exists around the estimates of mean costs and effects as a result of
sampling variation and uncertainty regarding the maximum cost-effectiveness ratio that a decision-maker
would consider acceptable.56,59

Cost-effectiveness planes are also presented to illustrate the spread of scatter points across the four
quadrants of the plane, whose four quadrants can be described as follows:

1. North-west quadrant – the costs of the intervention group are higher than the costs of the control group
(above the x-axis) and the outcomes are worse (to the left of the y-axis); thus, the control dominates.

2. North-east quadrant – the costs of the intervention group are higher than the costs of the control group
(above the x-axis) and the outcomes are better (to the right of the y-axis); thus, there is a trade-off
between the two groups.

3. South-west quadrant – the costs of the intervention group are lower than the costs of the control group
(below the x-axis) and the outcomes are worse (to the left of the y-axis); thus, there is a trade-off
between the two groups.

4. South-east quadrant – the costs of the intervention group are lower than the costs of the control group
(below the x-axis) and outcomes are better (to the right of the y-axis); thus, the intervention dominates.

Decision-analytic modelling

Aim
The aim of the decision modelling component of the CostED study was to explore the economic impact of
changes to the configuration of specialist eating disorders services for children and adolescents, specifically
the impact of increasing the availability of specialist services. The decision model was therefore designed to
enable us to vary the proportion of a hypothetical cohort of young people who received specialist eating
disorders services or generic CAMHS. As a result, model results are presented for the full hypothetical
cohort, rather than separately for specialist eating disorders services versus generic CAMHS. Thus, these
results are not attempting to explore the relative cost-effectiveness of specialist versus generic services but
are instead focused on the overall impact for the cohort, as the proportion of young people being assessed
by specialist or generic services is varied.
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Design
Decision analysis is a structured way of thinking about the likely impact of a decision or policy change. It
involves the construction of a logical model to represent the relationship between inputs (costs) and outputs
(outcomes) in order to inform resource allocation decisions under conditions of uncertainty.60 Decision
models use mathematical relationships to define possible consequences that flow from a set of alternative
options being evaluated.61 Each pathway in a decision model is associated with a probability, an outcome
and a cost, with the cost being the sum of the costs of each of the events an individual experiences in that
pathway. Decision modelling commonly uses existing data on costs, outcomes and probabilities from a
range of possible sources including from completed studies, from the literature or from expert opinion.

Once constructed, the assumptions and the data used in a model can be varied, for example as new data
become available. In addition, models can be used to explore ‘what if?’ scenarios to provide decision-
makers with information on the likely impact of changes to services, such as changes in treatment length,
personnel or capacity. This is the approach taken in the CostED study, with data being taken from the
CostED surveillance study but alternative scenarios being explored.

Model structure
The structure of the model was based on knowledge and understanding of the course of anorexia nervosa
over time and was developed in close collaboration with the clinicians and service managers in the research
group. The model was developed to determine the economic impact of changes to the configuration of
specialist eating disorders services for children and adolescents, specifically the impact of increasing the
availability of specialist services. To do this, the model needed to summarise the possible pathways that a
young person could take following a diagnosis of anorexia nervosa in a generic CAMHS or in a specialist
eating disorders service, and the relative treatment effect afforded by each treatment option, in order to
then be able to alter the mix or number of patients taking each pathway. Changes to the data passing
through the pathways would then support the exploration of changes to the provision of specialist services
in the UK and the RoI.

The basic decision model structure is shown in Figure 1. The pathway starts on the far left, where a young
person is assessed and diagnosed with anorexia nervosa in either a generic CAMHS or a specialist eating
disorders service. As outlined earlier (see Outcomes), young people are then assessed at 6 months and at
12 months for their remission or relapse status. At 6 months, the young person is in full remission, partial
remission or no remission. At 12 months, young people who had been in full remission at 6 months can
either remain in full remission or relapse at 12 months, young people who had been in partial remission
at 6 months can relapse, remain in partial remission or enter full remission at 12 months, and young
people who had been in no remission at 6 months can remain in no remission or enter partial or full
remission at 12 months.

A second model, to be run over 5 years, was originally planned using data from the TOuCAN study
(see Health service use), which included a 5-year follow-up in addition to the original 2-year follow-up.62

The TOuCAN study included both cost and HoNOSCA data over the full 5-year period, and thus would have
been of value had the HoNOSCA remained the primary outcome measure of the CostED study. However,
the substantial number of missing HoNOSCA data meant that it was not possible to use the HoNOSCA
in the CostED study in any meaningful way and the primary outcome measure had to be changed to
the CGAS (see Analysis: cost-effectiveness analysis), which was not included as an outcome measure in
the TOuCAN study. No other sources of long-term cost and CGAS data for young people with anorexia
nervosa were identified.

Model inputs
The model used data collected in the CostED study and followed the same timeline (12 months).
Each remission and relapse state has cost, effect and outcome variables associated with it, as well as
a probability of being in each state.

METHODS
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Model probabilities
Probabilities were calculated based on the number of people in each remission or relapse state in each arm
(generic CAMHS or specialist eating disorders service) at the two time points (i.e. the 6- and 12-month
follow-ups). All participants start with diagnosed anorexia nervosa and baseline CGAS scores equal to the
mean CGAS score among all young people in the relevant study arm (generic CAMHS or specialist eating
disorders service). No historical treatment data are factored into their treatment as all are incident (new)
cases of anorexia nervosa.

Model costs
Costs were estimated directly from the study data as the total cost of all participants in the relevant
remission or relapse state, in each arm and for each time period (baseline to 6 months and 6 months
to 12 months), divided by the number of people in that state, to get the average cost per person in
each state.

Model effects
The size of the treatment effect of an intervention is the power of that intervention to achieve a chosen
outcome. To build a flexible model that can be used to test scenarios, a relative treatment effect needs to
be developed. In this case, change in CGAS score was chosen as the treatment effect, with the change
score selected on the basis that this study is not a randomised controlled trial (RCT) and thus there is no
reason to assume that CGAS scores will be similar at baseline. This was calculated by combining two
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Partial remission
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FIGURE 1 Decision-analytic model.
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variables: the number of people in each remission or relapse state at each time period, and the average
change in CGAS scores in each state. A weighted average of CGAS scores by each remission and relapse
state in each arm was estimated to give the total treatment effect of each group.

The calculation of the treatment effect can be illustrated using the data contained in Table 8. The calculation
for the treatment effect for generic CAMHS is (20% × 90%) + (25% × 75%) + (55% × –5%) = 34%.
For specialist services, the treatment effect would be (25% × 85%) + (25% × 80%) + (50% × 5%) = 44%.
Although generic CAMHS have a higher change in CGAS score for those in full remission, because specialist
eating disorders services have more people in both types of remission (full and partial), when weighted,
specialist services generate a 10-percentage-point increase in CGAS scores compared with generic CAMHS.

Model outcomes
The final outcome for this evaluation is change in CGAS scores. In the example in Table 8, we know from
the treatment effect calculation that each arm has a relative increase in points, which we refer to as the
treatment effect. As these are relative (percentage change from baseline) rather than absolute increases,
they rely on the baseline CGAS scores, and if both arms start at the same baseline CGAS measurement,
as would be the case in a RCT, then this would be straightforward. However, in a naturalistic surveillance
study, such as the CostED study, there is no guarantee that baseline CGAS scores will be similar in both
groups, so the final CGAS gain is calculated as baseline CGAS score × percentage increase in CGAS score.
As an example, let the generic CAMHS baseline score be 48 points, and the specialist eating disorders services
baseline score be 44 points. Using the data in Table 8, the outcome for generic services = 48 × 34% = 16.32
and for specialist eating disorders services = 44 × 44% = 19.36, which is equivalent to a 3-point difference
between the two arms.

Analysis: decision model
The cost-effectiveness of alternative patient flow scenarios was explored using total cost per CGAS point
gained for the full sample of young people. Incremental analysis is not appropriate for the economic
modelling because there is no comparison between two groups; instead, the model explores the total cost
per gain in outcome for the full population of young people, dependent on the proportion of those young
people who are initially assessed in specialist eating disorders services or generic CAMHS.

To provide more clinically meaningful results, cost per CGAS point gained was converted to a cost per
10 points gained, because CGAS scores are used to classify patients into one of 10 categories of outcome,
with each range covering 10 points on the scale (e.g. ‘extremely impaired’ is associated with a score between
1 and 10 points; ‘doing very well’ is associated with a score between 91 and 100 points).27 In this way, cost
per 10-point improvement on the CGAS score provides information on the additional cost needed to generate
an improvement in functioning from one CGAS category to the next category, which is more clinically
meaningful than a 1-point improvement.

TABLE 8 Illustration of treatment effect calculation

Arm

Percentage

Patients
in full
remission

Patients
in partial
remission

Patients not
in remission

Change in
CGAS scores
if in full
remission

Change in
CGAS scores
if in partial
remission

Change in
CGAS scores if
no remission

Treatment
effect

Generic 20 25 55 90 75 –5 34

Specialist 25 25 50 85 80 5 44
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The cost per 1-point gain in CGAS score is calculated as (total cost of young people initially assessed in
specialist services + total cost of young people initially assessed in generic CAMHS)/[(total CGAS points
gained by young people initially assessed in specialist services + total CGAS points gained by young people
initially assessed in generic CAMHS)/10]. The results provide information on the cost needed to generate
an average improvement in CGAS score from one category to the next category for each young person
in a hypothetical cohort, dependent on where the cohort of patients is treated. The proportion of young
people in the cohort initially assessed in either specialist or generic services is then varied from 100%
specialist eating disorders services to 100% generic CAMHS, to see if there is an optimal structure that
minimises the costs for the benefits gained.

In the base-case scenario, all cost and outcome data and the proportion of young people following the
specialist eating disorders services pathway and the generic CAMHS pathways were taken from the results
of the CostED study. Alternative scenarios were then evaluated to explore the implications of changes to
the proportion of young people following each pathway, including:

l 0% specialist, 100% generic
l 50% specialist, 50% generic
l 100% specialist, 0% generic.

Two-way sensitivity analyses were carried out for each scenario using different assumptions about baseline
CGAS scores and the treatment effect, in order to explore uncertainty in the model structure and the
implications of any differences in baseline CGAS scores and to assess whether differential treatment effect was
determined by baseline differences or reflected real treatment effects. The sensitivity analyses were as follows:

l Sensitivity analysis 1a. Baseline mean CGAS scores for both specialist and generic groups are set equal
to the baseline value for the generic group (12-month treatment effect as per the base case).

l Sensitivity analysis 1b. Baseline mean CGAS scores for both specialist and generic groups are set equal
to the baseline value for the specialist group (12-month treatment effect as per the base case).

l Sensitivity analysis 2a. The size of the treatment effect at 12 months for both specialist and generic
groups is set equal to the generic group value (baseline CGAS score as per the base case).

l Sensitivity analysis 2b. The size of treatment effect at 12 months for both specialist and generic groups
is set equal to the specialist group value (baseline CGAS score as per the base case).

In addition, a one-way sensitivity analysis was used to explore the sensitivity of the model to the cost and
CGAS inputs (parameter, or second-order, uncertainty).63 In a one-way sensitivity analysis, only one variable
was changed at a time (either cost or CGAS scores) and these were varied using the 95% CIs for the
relevant variable and expressed as the incremental cost per 10-point CGAS score gain.

Finally, a probabilistic sensitivity analysis was carried out to test the overall robustness of the model.
Probabilistic sensitivity analysis is an approach to the uncertainty associated with inputs in an economic
model that involves assigning distributions to all input parameters and running simulations to test the
strength and suitability of the model and thus the level of confidence we can have in the results of a
model.61 Probabilistic sensitivity analysis allows all parameters to be varied simultaneously, rather than
one or two at a time, as with the sensitivity analyses described above. In line with previous research by
Jones et al.64–66 log-normal distributions were assigned to the probabilities and a normal distribution was
assigned to the change in CGAS scores and the change in costs, and 10,000 patients were simulated.
In other words, the model was run 10,000 times, each time with a new set of parameters.

Ethics approvals and study registration

The study was approved by the CAPSS Committee, King’s College London Research Ethics Committee
[PNM/13/14-105], and by the Health Research Authority Confidentiality Advisory Group [CAG 4-03(PR1)/2014].
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Health Research Authority Confidentiality Advisory Group approval was for exemption from obtaining
participant consent, under Section 251 of the National Health Service Act 2006,67 which enables disclosure
of confidential patient information when it is not possible to use anonymised information and seeking
consent is not practical. The study is registered with the International Standard Randomised Controlled Trial
Number (ISRCTN) Register [ISRCTN12676087].

Public and patient involvement

The CostED study included a patient and a parent representative on the study steering committee, and
actively encouraged public and patient participation in the Delphi study for the classification of services
as specialist eating disorders services. We used Beat Young Ambassadors to comment on CostED outputs
and will use them to support the development of plain English summaries of the study results for wide
dissemination to patients, parents and the general public. Beat Young Ambassadors are volunteers aged
between 18 and 25 years who have recovered from an eating disorder and have been out of inpatient
treatment for at least 1 year. Young Ambassadors are recruited to share their experiences, campaign for
better treatment and help more people get the support and understanding that they need.

METHODS
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Chapter 3 Results

Parts of this chapter have been reproduced from Petkova et al.21 © Author(s) (or their employer(s)) 2019.
Re-use permitted under CC BY. Published by BMJ. This is an open access article distributed in

accordance with the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Unported (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits
others to copy, redistribute, remix, transform and build upon this work for any purpose, provided the
original work is properly cited, a link to the licence is given, and indication of whether changes were
made. See: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. The text below includes minor additions and
formatting changes to the original text.

Study sample

Case ascertainment is illustrated in Figure 2. Over the 8-month surveillance period, 6401 yellow cards were
sent to reporting clinicians, of which 3211 were returned (50.16%). Of the 3211 yellow cards received,
997 positive cases of anorexia nervosa were reported and 2214 were nil returns. Of the 997 positve
returns, 48 (5%) were immediately excluded because of reporting errors or because clinicans stated that
they did not wish to be included in the study or to complete any questionnaires (because of retirement,
shortage of capacity, etc.).

Inpatient facility
(n = 7)

Confirmed cases for
follow-up study

(n = 298)

Duplicate
(n = 7)

Confirmed cases for
incidence study

(n = 305)

No baseline data received
(n = 352)

Baseline questionnaire
received
(n = 597)

Ineligible for study inclusion
(n = 285)

Case notifications
(n = 997)

Withdrew or excluded
prior to baseline data collection

(n = 48)

FIGURE 2 Flow diagram of case ascertainment.
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Baseline questionnaires were sent to clinicians who reported the remaining 949 positive returns, and 352 of
these positive returns (37%) were subsequently excluded when clinicians failed to return the questionnaires,
as no data were available to assess case eligibility. Questionnaires were completed and returned for 597
notified cases, of which 285 (48%) were ineligible for a number of reasons related to age, previous episode
of anorexia nervosa, date of assessment being outside the study’s surveillance period, referral from another
secondary care service or insufficient information to assess diagnosis. Of 312 notifications that met inclusion
criteria, seven (2.2%) were duplicate notifications, leaving 305 incident cases of anorexia nervosa. Seven
individuals were reported as being currently in an inpatient facility and thus were excluded from the follow-up
study, which focused on young people assessed and diagnosed in a community-based service. Thus, 305
cases were included in the incidence study and 298 cases were included in the follow-up study of cost and
cost-effectiveness.

Of the 298 cases included in the follow-up study, clinicians completed and returned a 6-month follow-up
questionnaire for 220 cases (74%) and a 12-month follow-up questionnaire for 187 cases (63%).

Demographics and clinical features

As the sample included in the incidence component of the study was only very slightly larger (n = 305)
than the sample included in the cost and cost-effectiveness analysis (n = 298) and the demographic and
clinical features of the two different samples are almost identical, we report the demographic and clinical
features of the larger incidence sample only (Table 9).

TABLE 9 Characteristics of cases eligible for the incidence study

Characteristic n Mean (SD) or percentage

Age (years), mean (SD) 305 14.56 (1.66)

Age, category (%)

Children (8–12 years) 36 11.80

Adolescents (13–17 years) 269 88.20

Sex (%)

Female 279 91.48

Male 26 8.52

Ethnicity (%)

Any white 274 91.64

White and Asian 6 2.01

White and black Caribbean 2 0.67

White and black African 1 0.33

Other mixed 1 0.33

Indian 3 1.00

Pakistani 2 0.67

Bangladeshi 1 0.33

Other Asian 4 1.34

Black Caribbean 2 0.67

Chinese 1 0.33

Ethnicity not known 2 0.67

Baseline clinical status, mean (SD)

%mBMI 303 83.23 (10.99)

CGAS score 280 44.61 (14.08)

HoNOSCA 63 19.40 (8.17)

SD, standard deviation.

RESULTS
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Of the 305 incident cases of DSM-5 anorexia nervosa, the vast majority were girls (91%), from England
(70%) and were coded as white (92%; any white background), with a mean age of 14.6 years (±1.66
years). These findings are in line with published literature regarding the demographic at risk for anorexia
nervosa and peak age at onset.68 Although the majority were classified as coming from ‘any white
background’, it is worth noting the wide range of ethnic groups represented in the sample. Twelve per
cent of the sample were children (aged between 8 and 12 years) whereas the remaining 88% were
adolescents (aged between 13 and 17 years).

Baseline clinical variables suggest that these young people were significantly impaired. Mean %mBMI
(the deviation from expected body weight) was 83.23% (±10.99%), falling within the range expected
for a diagnosis of anorexia nervosa (< 85%). The mean CGAS score for the sample was 44.61 (±14.08),
which falls within the range for ‘obvious problems – moderate impairment in most areas or severe in one
area’ (41–50) on a scale from 1 to 100 (1 being the worst and 100 the best emotional and behavioural
functioning). The mean total HoNOSCA was 19.40 (± 8.17) on a scale from 0 to 52, indicative of a severity
similar to that at inpatient admission.16,69

The proportion of the included sample notified from each region within the UK and the RoI is reported
in Table 10, alongside the population of young people aged 8–17 years in each region. England has the
largest population of all regions (78%) and notified 70% of cases included in the study. Scotland, despite
containing only 7% of the total population of young people aged 8–17 years in the UK and the RoI, notified
14% of the sample. Similarly, Northern Ireland, containing only 3% of the total population, notified 13%
of the sample. By contrast, the RoI notified only 2% of cases, despite containing 8% of the total population
of young people, and Wales notified no eligible cases (some cases were notified but did not meet inclusion
criteria), despite containing 4% of the total population of young people.

Incidence of anorexia nervosa in the UK and the Republic of Ireland

Table 11 details observed incidence rates (IR0) by age and incidence rates after adjustment for missing data
using the two approaches outlined in Chapter 2, Incidence of child and adolescent anorexia nervosa: IR1
and IR2. Incidence rates ranged from a minimum of 5.75 per 100,000 young people (95% CI 5.23 to
6.30; IR0) to a maximum of 18.22 per 100,000 young people (95% CI 17.29 to 19.18; IR2), with IR1, the
rate hypothesised to be the most accurate, falling between these two values at 13.68 per 100,000 young
people (95% CI 12.88 to 14.52). Focusing on IR1 incidence rates, total incidence increased steadily with
age, peaking at the age of 16 (30.37, 95% CI 26.70 to 34.41), with a substantial drop at the age of 17
(14.35, 95% CI 11.88 to 17.19).

TABLE 10 Cases by region of the UK and RoI

Region Sample size Percentage of samplea Population size Percentage of population

England 213 69.84 6,194,444 77.83

Scotland 44 14.43 561,490 7.06

Northern Ireland 41 13.44 231,822 2.91

RoI 7 2.30 628,251 7.89

Wales 0 0.00 342,627 4.31

Total 305 7,958,634

a Percentages do not sum to 100 because of rounding.
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Table 12 reports the same incidence rates by age and by sex. Incidence among young men followed a similar
pattern to overall incidence rates reported in Table 11, being highest at the age of 16 (5.14 per 100,000)
and half that at age 17 (2.54 per 100,000). Among young women, incidence peaked at 1 year younger than
in young men, at the age of 15 years (57.77 per 100,000); at age 16 years the rate remained much the same
(56.95 per 100,000), before dropping by more than half at age 17 years (26.82 per 100,000).

There was a noticeable difference in the pattern of age at onset between girls and boys (Figure 3). Among
girls, the incidence of anorexia nervosa followed a bell-shaped curve, starting from its lowest rates at the
ages of 8 and 9 years, gradually increasing with each consecutive year of age, peaking at 15 years and
decreasing thereafter. Boys exhibited a more irregular pattern of anorexia nervosa incidence, which is likely
to be caused by the small number of males in the sample, so caution is required in the interpretation of
these results.

Delphi classification of services

Delphi round 1
A total of 474 responses were received in round 1 of the Delphi survey and responses relating to the
criteria being assessed by respondents (questions 1–4, 6 and 8 from Table 5) are summarised in Table 13.
Two criteria were rated as either 4 = very important or 5 = extremely important by ≥ 80% of respondents
in round 1 (offering specialist, evidence-based outpatient treatment for eating disorders, 91%; providing
multidisciplinary specialist outpatient clinics dedicated to eating disorders, 87%). Both of these criteria met
the predefined threshold for consensus to be included in the checklist of criteria for a specialist eating
disorders service.

Two criteria were rated as either 4 = very important or 5 = extremely important by < 50% of respondents
(population size of the catchment area covered by the service, 29%; length of time a service has existed,
9%) and thus met the predefined threshold for consensus to be excluded from the checklist.

TABLE 11 Annual incidence of anorexia nervosa in young people aged 8–17 years for 2015, reported per 100,000
young people

Age (years)

Incidence

Observed (IR0) Adjusted (IR1) Adjusted (IR2)

IR 95% CI IR 95% CI IR 95% CI

8 0.18 0.01 to 0.76 0.43 0.10 to 1.14 0.57 0.18 to 1.35

9 0.18 0.01 to 0.77 0.44 0.11 to 1.17 0.58 0.18 to 1.38

10 0.19 0.01 to 0.80 0.45 0.11 to 1.21 0.60 0.19 to 1.43

11 1.53 0.79 to 2.67 3.65 2.43 to 5.25 4.85 3.43 to 6.65

12 4.91 3.47 to 6.76 11.69 9.39 to 14.38 15.56 12.89 to 18.63

13 8.39 6.44 to 10.73 19.95 16.89 to 23.42 26.58 23.02 to 30.54

14 11.71 9.41 to 14.39 27.85 24.25 to 31.84 37.10 32.92 to 41.66

15 12.39 10.05 to 15.10 29.47 25.80 to 33.52 39.25 35.50 to 43.88

16 12.76 10.42 to 15.47 30.37 26.70 to 34.41 40.45 36.19 to 45.07

17 6.03 4.47 to 7.96 14.35 11.88 to 17.19 19.12 16.24 to 22.35

Total 5.75 5.23 to 6.30 13.68 12.88 to 14.52 18.22 17.29 to 19.18

RESULTS
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TABLE 12 Annual incidence of anorexia nervosa in young people aged 8–17 years for 2015, by sex, reported per 100,000 young people

Age (years)

Incidence

Observed (IR0) Adjusted (IR1) Adjusted (IR2)

Female Male Female Male Female Male

IR 95% CI IR 95% CI IR 95% CI IR 95% CI IR 95% CI IR 95% CI

8 0.36 0.02 to 1.55 0.00 0.00 to 0.00 0.87 0.21 to 2.34 0.00 0.00 to 0.00 1.16 0.36 to 2.76 0.00 0.00 to 0.00

9 0.00 0.00 to 0.00 0.35 0.02 to 1.52 0.00 0.00 to 0.00 0.85 0.21 to 2.28 0.00 0.00 to 0.00 1.13 0.35 to 2.69

10 0.39 0.02 to 1.65 0.00 0.00 to 0.00 0.93 0.23 to 2.48 0.00 0.00 to 0.00 1.23 0.39 to 2.93 0.00 0.00 to 0.00

11 2.35 1.07 to 4.46 0.75 0.15 to 2.18 5.59 3.47 to 8.51 1.77 0.71 to 3.63 7.44 4.96 to 10.72 2.37 1.11 to 4.42

12 8.05 5.43 to 11.50 1.92 0.80 to 3.86 19.17 14.98 to 24.16 4.56 2.69 to 7.22 25.53 20.66 to 31.21 6.09 3.89 to 9.08

13 16.36 12.48 to 21.06 0.78 0.16 to 2.28 38.93 32.81 to 45.86 1.85 0.75 to 3.79 51.83 44.72 to 59.74 2.47 1.16 to 4.62

14 22.35 17.83 to 27.67 1.53 0.56 to 3.32 53.19 46.08 to 61.10 3.64 2.00 to 6.07 70.84 62.58 to 79.88 4.84 2.91 to 7.55

15 24.28 19.59 to 29.74 1.11 0.33 to 2.71 57.77 50.41 to 65.90 2.65 1.31 to 4.78 76.93 68.39 to 86.23 3.54 1.95 to 5.91

16 23.94 19.36 to 29.28 2.16 0.99 to 4.11 56.95 49.75 to 64.90 5.14 3.20 to 7.83 75.87 67.52 to 84.97 6.85 4.57 to 9.87

17 11.27 8.22 to 15.08 1.07 0.32 to 2.60 26.82 21.98 to 32.40 2.54 1.25 to 4.58 35.71 30.09 to 42.07 3.39 1.87 to 5.67

Total 10.78 9.77 to 11.87 0.96 0.68 to 1.30 25.66 24.09 to 27.30 2.28 1.84 to 2.79 34.17 32.36 to 36.06 3.03 2.52 to 3.62
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The final two criteria were rated as either 4 = very important or 5 = extremely important by between 50%
and 79% of respondents (holding weekly multidisciplinary meetings dedicated to eating disorders, 78%;
number of cases of eating disorders a service sees per year, 52%) and thus consensus was not achieved.
Both of these criteria were therefore included in round 2 of the Delphi survey.

Delphi round 2
Of the 474 respondents in round 1, 245 (52%) responded in round 2, which included only the two criteria
that failed to achieve consensus in round 1. One of these items (holding weekly multidisciplinary meetings
dedicated to eating disorders) was rated as either 4 = very important or 5 = extremely important by 85% of
respondents in round 2, increasing from 78% in round 1, and thus met the threshold for consensus to be
included in the checklist.

The second item included in round 2 (number of cases of eating disorders a service sees per year)
remained uncertain, with 56% of respondents rating it as either 4 = very important or 5 = extremely
important, compared with 52% in round 1. Consensus was therefore not reached in either round 1 or
round 2 and the item was excluded from the checklist and from the main analyses presented in the report,
which compared services classified as either specialist eating disorders services or generic CAMHS using the
three criteria on which consensus as to their inclusion had been achieved.

However, given that the criterion of a minimum number of cases of eating disorders seen per year is now
included in the most recent guidelines describing the characteristics of specialist eating disorders services,20

and was the only criterion that failed to achieve consensus for either inclusion or exclusion, the decision
was made to include this criterion in sensitivity analyses (denoted Delphi sensitivity analyses throughout the
report to distinguish from other sensitivity analyses). So, the main analyses included three criteria for the
classification of services as specialist eating disorders services (offering specialist, evidence-based outpatient
treatment for eating disorders; providing multidisciplinary specialist outpatient clinics dedicated to eating
disorders; and holding weekly multidisciplinary meetings dedicated to eating disorders) and the Delphi
sensitivity analyses included four criteria – all the criteria from the main analysis plus an additional criterion
relating to a minimum number of cases of eating disorders seen per year.

To do this, it was necessary to refer to the associated subquestion regarding the minimum number of
eating disorders cases a service should see per annum in order to be classified as a specialist eating
disorders service. Of all respondents who considered this an important criterion, 55% (n = 75) indicated
that a service should see a ‘minimum of 50’ cases per year to be classified as a specialist eating disorders
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FIGURE 3 Annual incidence of anorexia nervosa for young men and women per 100,000 population; adjusted IR1.
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TABLE 13 Results from Delphi survey rounds 1 and 2

Criteriona

Response, n (%)

Median Mode Consensus
1= not
important

2= slightly
important

3=moderately
important

4= very
important

5= extremely
important 4 or 5

Round 1

Q1. Offering specialist (evidence-based) outpatient
treatment for eating disorders

3 (0.6) 9 (1.9) 32 (6.75) 150 (31.7) 280 (59.1) 430 (90.7) 5 5 Include

Q2. Holding weekly multidisciplinary meetings
dedicated to eating disorders

7 (1.5) 13 (2.7) 85 (17.9) 182 (38.4) 187 (39.5) 369 (77.9) 4 5 Uncertain

Q3. Providing multidisciplinary specialist outpatient
clinics dedicated to eating disorders

5 (1.1) 8 (1.7) 50 (10.6) 176 (37.1) 235 (49.6) 411 (86.7) 4 5 Include

Q4. Number of cases of eating disorders a service
sees per year

27 (5.7) 44 (9.3) 157 (33.1) 157 (33.1) 89 (18.8) 246 (51.9) 4 3–4 Uncertain

Q6. Population size of the catchment area covered
by the service

85 (18.5) 80 (17.4) 163 (35.4) 88 (19.1) 44 (9.6) 132 (28.7) 3 3 Exclude

Q8. Length of time a service has existed 179 (40.1) 117 (26.2) 111 (24.9) 28 (6.3) 11 (2.5) 39 (8.7) 2 1 Exclude

Round 2

Q2. Holding weekly multidisciplinary meetings
dedicated to eating disorders

8 (3.3) 5 (2.0) 25 (10.2) 94 (38.4) 113 (46.1) 207 (84.5) 4 5 Include

Q4. Number of cases of eating disorders a service
sees per year

6 (2.5) 17 (6.9) 86 (35.1) 100 (40.8) 36 (14.7) 136 (55.5) 4 4 Uncertain

a Excludes subquestions (Q5, 7 and 9); see Table 5 for a full list of questions.
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service. As this value represents the majority of responses, and is in line with the most recent guidelines,20

this threshold was selected for the Delphi sensitivity analyses.

Service-level classification of services
Classification of the services that assessed and diagnosed the 298 young people meeting eligibility criteria
for the CostED follow-up study is reported in Table 14. Case notifications for the included cases were
received from a total of 99 separate services across the UK and the RoI over the 8-month surveillance
period and, of these, 79 services notified cases that were found to be eligible for study inclusion. Of the
79 services, 37% (n = 29) met the three criteria for classification as a specialist eating disorders service in
the main analysis (see Delphi round 2). This fell to 19% (n = 15) in the Delphi sensitivity analysis that
additionally included the criterion to see a minimum of 50 cases per annum.

Although the exact number of CAMHS in the UK and the RoI is unknown to the authors, we were able to
identify data to suggest that there are 122 CAMHS in England and 45 CAMHS in Scotland, which between
them notified approximately 85% of all eligible cases in the CostED study and cover approximately 85% of
the population of young people aged 8–17 years. Thus, the minimum number of CAMHS in the UK and the
RoI is 167. Given notifications from a total of 99 different services, this suggests that a maximum of 59% of
CAMHS notified at least one case to the CostED study.

Patient-level classification of services
In the main analysis, 64% (n = 192) of the 298 notified cases meeting inclusion criteria for the follow-up
study were assessed in a service classified using the results of the Delphi survey as a specialist eating
disorders service (see Table 14). This number fell to 46% (n = 138) in the Delphi sensitivity analysis.

Table 15 reports the demographic and baseline clinical characteristics of young people classified as
being assessed and diagnosed in a specialist service compared with a generic service, both for the main
analysis and for the Delphi sensitivity analysis. In both analyses, mean age was similar in both groups
(approximately 15 years of age), although specialist services had higher proportions of adolescents than
generic services (91% vs. 84% in the main analysis) and lower proportions of children (9% vs. 16% in the
main analysis). The proportion of participants who were female was identical in the specialist and generic
groups for the main analysis (92%), but slightly higher in the specialist group for the Delphi sensitivity
analysis (96% vs. 88%). Ethnicity was similar across groups for both analyses (92–94% coded as any
white background).

In terms of clinical status, all indicators suggest that those assessed in a specialist service had poorer clinical
status at baseline than those assessed in a generic service, for both the main and the Delphi sensitivity
analyses. Rates of %mBMI, for which higher scores reflect better outcomes, were only very slightly lower
for the specialist groups than for the generic groups (82.7% vs. 83.6% in the main analysis; 81.4% vs.
84.4% in the Delphi sensitivity analysis). In the case of the CGAS scores (higher values of which reflect

TABLE 14 Service-level and patient-level classification of services

Classification of services

Analysis, n (%)

Main Delphi sensitivity

Services (N = 79)

Specialist 29 (36.71) 15 (18.99)

Generic 50 (63.29) 64 (81.01)

Young people (N = 298)

Specialist 192 (64.43) 138 (46.31)

Generic 106 (35.57) 160 (53.69)
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better outcomes) differences were more marked (mean score 43 points specialist vs. 48 points generic in
the main analysis; mean score 42 points specialist vs. 48 points generic in the Delphi sensitivity analysis).
The same pattern was seen for the HoNOSCA, with high scores reflecting poorer outcomes (mean score
21 points specialist vs. 15 points generic in the main analysis; mean score 22 points specialist vs. 17 points
generic in the Delphi sensitivity analysis).

Geographical location of services
To map services across the UK and the RoI, all community-based services notifying a positive case of anorexia
nervosa and returning a baseline questionnaire containing service characteristics necessary for service
classification were included, not just those services notifying a case found to be eligible for inclusion in the
incidence or follow-up studies. This was to maximise the number of services available for the mapping and
thus the accuracy of the mapping. In particular, this ensured that tertiary specialist eating disorders services
were included – services that see a large number of eating disorders cases, but that were excluded from the
CostED study because young people in these services had all been referred from another secondary health
service (referral from another secondary service was an exclusion criterion because the focus of the CostED
study was on the service where the initial assessment and diagnosis took place, rather than services to
which young people may be subsequently referred). In addition, with referred cases it was not possible to
confirm whether or not the original assessment and diagnosis took place during the study surveillance period.

The total number of community-based services notifying a positive case of anorexia nervosa and returning
a baseline questionnaire containing service characteristics necessary for service classification was 99,
adding an additional 20 services to the services notifying at least one case meeting eligibility for inclusion
in the CostED follow-up study.

TABLE 15 Characteristics of specialist vs. generic follow-up cases

Characteristics

Main analysis Delphi sensitivity analysis

Specialist Generic Specialist Generic

n
Mean (SD)
or % n

Mean (SD)
or % n

Mean (SD)
or % n

Mean (SD)
or %

Age (years), mean (SD) 192 15.09 (1.60) 106 14.84 (1.66) 138 15.13 (1.53) 160 14.89 (1.71)

Age category (years) (%)

Children (8–12) 18 9.38 17 16.04 11 7.97 24 15.00

Adolescents (13–17) 174 90.63 89 83.96 127 92.03 136 85.00

Sex (%)

Female 176 91.67 97 91.51 132 95.65 141 88.13

Male 16 8.33 9 8.49 6 4.35 19 11.88

Ethnicity (%)

Any white 174 91.58 95 94.06 126 92.65 143 92.26

Other 16 8.42 6 5.94 10 7.36 12 7.77

Clinical status, mean (SD)

%mBMI 191 82.70 (11.11) 105 83.60 (9.90) 137 81.42 (11.20) 159 84.40 (10.05)

CGAS score 174 43.22 (14.40) 99 47.86 (13.29) 125 41.51 (13.18) 148 47.76 (14.36)

HoNOSCA 45 21.04 (8.43) 16 14.88 (5.77) 34 21.74 (8.36) 27 16.52 (7.25)

SD, standard deviation.
Note
Not all percentages sum to 100% because of rounding.
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Two maps are presented: services classified in Figure 4 used only the criteria for which consensus was
achieved in the Delphi survey (the main analysis) and services classified in Figure 5 additionally used the
criterion requiring services to see a minimum of 50 cases per year that remained uncertain in the Delphi
survey (the Delphi sensitivity analysis). Services classified as specialist eating disorders services are marked
with orange pins and services classified as generic CAMHS are marked with pink pins. In the main analysis
(Figure 4), specialist services appear relatively well spread out in England, Northern Ireland and Scotland
(the number of notifying services in Wales and the RoI was too small to come to any conclusions) but this
is not the case in the Delphi sensitivity analysis (Figure 5), with far fewer services being classified as
specialist once the number of cases seen per year was taken into consideration.

FIGURE 4 Location of specialist (orange) and generic (pink) services: main analysis. Map data © 2017 GeoBasis-DE/BKG
(© 2009), Google Inst. Geogr. Nacional. Created using www.doogal.co.uk/BatchGeocoding.php.
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Cost, effectiveness and cost-effectiveness

Service use
Mean use of inpatient, outpatient and day-patient health services over the 12-month follow-up period,
with services classified using the three criteria for which consensus had been achieved (the main analysis),
is reported in Table 16. We received only one report of a young person having an admission to an adult
eating disorders unit and one report of an admission to an adult general psychiatry ward, so eating
disorders and general psychiatry admissions in child and adolescent facilities and adult facilities are not
reported separately. Mean use of health services over the periods from baseline to 6-month follow-up and
from 6-month to 12-month follow-up can be found in Appendix 1.

FIGURE 5 Location of specialist (orange) and generic (pink) services: Delphi sensitivity analysis. Map data © 2017
GeoBasis-DE/BKG (© 2009), Google Inst. Geogr. Nacional. Created using www.doogal.co.uk/BatchGeocoding.php.
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Mean number of inpatient admissions (0.54 specialist, 0.60 generic) and mean number of inpatient nights
per participant (32 specialist, 31 generic) were similar between the two groups in total. However, young
people initially assessed in specialist services spent longer, on average, in an eating disorders facility (20 vs.
13 nights, respectively) and less time on a general psychiatry ward (7 vs. 13 nights). The majority of nights
spent in an eating disorder unit were accounted for by NHS-funded patients admitted to units in the
independent sector and the majority of nights in a general psychiatry ward were NHS based. This reflects
the distribution of eating disorders beds in the country.

The pattern for outpatient attendances, used by over 96% of the sample, was similar to the pattern for inpatient
stays, with young people initially assessed in a specialist service having more contacts in eating disorders facilities
on average (27 vs. 15 attendances) but fewer general psychiatry contacts (3 vs. 12 attendances) than those
initially assessed in a generic service, and a similar number of contacts in total (30 vs. 27 attendances).

Day-patient services were accessed by 11% of the specialist group but only 4% of the generic group,
with the average number of attendances also being higher for the specialist group (five attendances vs.
one attendance). The vast majority of these contacts took place in eating disorders services.

Mean use of health services over the 12-month follow-up period, with services classified additionally using
the fourth criterion of a minimum of 50 cases seen per year (the Delphi sensitivity analysis), is reported in
Table 17. Again, separate results for the period from baseline to 6-month follow-up and the period from
6-month to 12-month follow-up can be found in Appendix 1.

TABLE 16 Service use between baseline and 12-month follow-up: main analysis

Service

Group

Specialist (n = 137) Generic (n = 50)

Mean (SD) Percentage using Mean (SD) Percentage using

Inpatient admissions 0.54 (1.06) 28.47 0.60 (1.20) 30.00

Inpatient nights 31.75 (80.03) 28.47 30.78 (68.65) 30.00

Paediatric: NHS 2.18 (9.28) 15.33 4.72 (12.96) 20.00

Eating disorders: NHS 5.56 (37.72) 2.92 0.28 (1.98) 2.00

Eating disorders: independent 14.28 (57.93) 8.76 12.84 (49.89) 8.00

Psychiatry: NHS 5.38 (24.47) 6.57 11.58 (39.42) 12.00

Psychiatry: independent 1.39 (12.43) 2.19 1.36 (9.62) 2.00

Other: NHS 0.53 (6.15) 1.46 0.00 (0.00) 0.00

Outpatient attendances 29.98 (17.70) 98.54 27.14 (32.62) 96.00

Paediatric 0.07 (0.34) 5.11 0.98 (2.46) 28.00

Eating disorders 27.11 (18.11) 92.70 14.58 (32.07) 56.00

Psychiatry 2.80 (8.94) 17.52 11.58 (13.55) 68.00

Day-patient attendances 4.61 (16.60) 10.95 0.86 (5.66) 4.00

Paediatric 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 0.06 (0.42) 2.00

Eating disorders 4.25 (16.13) 10.22 0.80 (5.66) 2.00

Psychiatry 0.37 (4.27) 0.73 0.00 (0.00) 0.00

SD, standard deviation.
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The patterns of service use in the Delphi sensitivity analysis were very similar to those in the main analysis,
with young people initially assessed in a specialist service making greater use of eating disorders services
and less use of general psychiatry-based services in all service categories. However, total numbers of
inpatient nights were higher for the specialist group, on average (36 vs. 26 nights), as were outpatient
contacts (31 vs. 27 attendances). Results for day-patient contacts in the Delphi sensitivity analysis differed
little to those in the main analysis, remaining higher and being used more by the specialist group (six
attendances vs. one attendance).

Cost of health services used
Total costs per participant over the baseline to 6-month, 6-month to 12-month and baseline to 12-month
follow-up periods for young people initially assessed in specialist and those initially assessed in generic
services, where services were classified using the three criteria for which consensus had been achieved
(the main analysis), are reported in Table 18. In terms of unadjusted analyses, there were no significant
differences between the specialist and generic groups, with only small observed differences in total costs
over all time periods. Adjustment for prespecified baseline variables made a substantial difference as a
result of the baseline differences in CGAS score and %mBMI (see Outcomes). Adjusted analyses suggest
larger differences in favour of participants in specialist services (costs lower on average), although again
these differences are not significant.

TABLE 17 Service use between baseline and 12-month follow-up: Delphi sensitivity analysis

Service

Group

Specialist (n = 104) Generic (n = 83)

Mean (SD) Percentage using Mean (SD) Percentage using

Inpatient admissions 0.60 (1.15) 28.91 0.51 (1.02) 28.85

Inpatient nights 35.91 (87.50) 28.91 25.95 (61.38) 28.85

Paediatric: NHS 2.56 (10.41) 17.31 3.23 (10.48) 15.66

Eating disorders: NHS 7.33 (43.19) 3.85 0.17 (1.54) 1.20

Eating disorders: independent 16.88 (64.51) 8.65 10.16 (42.44) 8.43

Psychiatry: NHS 5.46 (26.65) 4.81 9.01 (32.24) 12.05

Psychiatry: independent 0.47 (3.63) 1.92 2.52 (17.10) 2.40

Other: NHS 0.01 (0.10) 0.96 0.87 (7.90) 1.20

Outpatient attendances 31.41 (17.98) 98.08 26.47 (27.19) 97.59

Paediatric 0.04 (0.24) 2.88 0.66 (1.97) 21.69

Eating disorders 29.15 (18.55) 92.31 17.00 (26.70) 71.08

Psychiatry 2.22 (7.47) 17.31 8.81 (13.50) 48.19

Day-patient attendances 5.46 (18.32) 12.50 1.29 (7.13) 4.82

Paediatric 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 0.07 (0.33) 1.20

Eating disorders 5.46 (18.32) 12.50 0.65 (4.63) 2.41

Psychiatry 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 0.60 (5.49) 1.20
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Mean costs per participant over the baseline to 6-month, 6-month to 12-month and baseline to 12-month
follow-up periods, with services classified by additionally including the fourth criterion of a minimum of
50 cases seen per year for which consensus had not been achieved (the Delphi sensitivity analysis), are
reported in Table 19. Observed differences are larger than in the main analysis, with costs per young
person in the specialist group being higher, on average, than in the generic group, but these differences
remained statistically non-significant. Adjustment for prespecified baseline factors had a similar impact
in the Delphi sensitivity analysis to that found in the main analysis, with the results becoming more
favourable for the specialist group, but non-significant. Over the 6- to 12-month period, costs in the
specialist group were higher, on average, than those in the generic group, but the difference between the
two groups reduced in adjusted analyses. Between baseline and 6 months and for the full period between
baseline and 12 months, adjustment reversed the findings of the unadjusted analysis, with observed cost
differences being higher, on average, for participants in specialist services but adjusted cost differences
being higher, on average, for participants in generic services.

A further sensitivity analysis explored the impact of missing data. Table 20 reports the results of the main
analysis with imputation of missing total cost data. Imputation made very little difference to the results of
the main analysis, with costs remaining very similar in both groups. Unadjusted differences remained small
and non-significant; adjusted differences remained larger in favour of specialist services (costs lower) but
still non-significant.

TABLE 18 Total cost per participant between baseline and 12-month follow-up: main analysis

Service

Group, cost (£), mean (SD) Unadjusteda mean
difference (£)
(95% CI) p-value

Adjusteda,b mean
difference (£)
(95% CI) p-valueSpecialist Generic

Baseline to 6 months n = 147 n = 73

Inpatient 11,105 (28,877) 11,179 (29,050)

Outpatient 4764 (2866) 4310 (3975)

Day patient 947 (3468) 299 (1708)

Total 16,817 (28,469) 15,789 (28,184) 1028
(–6979 to 9036)

0.801 –3586
(–11,999 to 4827)

0.402

6 to 12 months n = 137 n = 50

Inpatient 8153 (24,763) 8224 (20,894)

Outpatient 3103 (3058) 3279 (5775)

Day patient 306 (1703) 44 (310)

Total 11,562 (24,905) 11,547 (22,133) 14
(–7875 to 7903)

0.997 –2785
(–11,241 to 5670)

0.516

Baseline to 12 months n = 137 n = 50

Inpatient 19,462 (49,946) 19,755 (44,677)

Outpatient 7955 (4722) 7470 (8499)

Day patient 1284 (4608) 246 (1559)

Total 28,700 (49,716) 27,471 (44,317) 1230
(–14,529 to 16,988)

0.878 –7106
(–23,590 to 9379)

0.396

SD, standard deviation.
a Standard parametric tests with validity tested using bootstrapping (bootstrapped results similar so not reported).
b Adjusted for baseline CGAS score, baseline %mBMI, age, sex and region.
Note
Not all totals add up because of rounding.
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TABLE 19 Total cost per participant between baseline and 12-month follow-up: Delphi sensitivity analysis

Service

Group, cost (£), mean (SD) Unadjusteda mean
difference (£)
(95% CI) p-value

Adjusteda,b mean
difference (£)
(95% CI) p-valueSpecialist Generic

Baseline to 6 months n = 112 n = 108

Inpatient 12,052 (29,992) 10,174 (27,762)

Outpatient 4897 (2744) 4319 (3735)

Day patient 1098 (3660) 353 (2094)

Total 18,047 (29,321) 14,847 (27,272) 3200
(–4331 to 10,731)

0.4033 –3362
(–11,718 to 4994)

0.428

6 to 12 months n = 104 n = 83

Inpatient 10,071 (27,905) 5792 (17,014)

Outpatient 3281 (3207) 2987 (4742)

Day patient 367 (1917) 73 (483)

Total 13,718 (27,898) 8851 (18,180) 4868
(–2124 to 11,860)

0.1713 1893
(–6156 to 9942)

0.643

Baseline to 12 months n = 104 n = 83

Inpatient 22,251 (54,762) 16,144 (39,273)

Outpatient 8313 (4757) 7214 (7152)

Day patient 1498 (5024) 391 (2181)

Total 32,061 (54,191) 23,749 (39,318) 8311
(–5676 to 22,299)

0.2426 –3309
(–19,018 to 12,401)

0.678

SD, standard deviation.
a Standard parametric tests with validity tested using bootstrapping (bootstrapped results similar so not reported).
b Adjusted for baseline CGAS score, baseline %mBMI, age, sex and region.
Note
Not all totals add up because of rounding.

TABLE 20 Total cost per participant between baseline and 12-month follow-up: main analysis with missing
data imputed

Service

Group, cost (£), mean (SD)
Unadjusteda mean
difference (£)
(95% CI) p-value

Adjusteda,b mean
difference (£)
(95% CI) p-value

Specialist
(n= 192)

Generic
(n= 106)

Baseline to 6 months

Total 16,076 (25,326) 16,036 (23,946) 40
(–5877 to 5957)

0.989 –2491
(–8511 to 3528)

0.416

6 to 12 months

Total 11,254 (21,196) 11,904 (15,533) –650
(–5265 to 3964)

0.782 –1184
(–5934 to 3565)

0.516

Baseline to 12 months

Total 27,596 (42,640) 28,617 (31,868) –1021
(–10,346 to 8305)

0.830 –3439
(–12,699 to 5822)

0.465

SD, standard deviation.
a Standard parametric tests with validity tested using bootstrapping (bootstrapped results similar so not reported).
b Adjusted for baseline CGAS score, baseline %mBMI, age, sex and region.
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Outcomes
Mean outcomes at baseline and at the 6- and 12-month follow-ups are reported in Table 21 for young
people initially assessed in specialist versus generic services, where services were classified using the
three criteria for which consensus had been achieved (the main analysis). At baseline, %mBMI was slightly
lower (poorer), on average, in the specialist group than in the generic group, but the difference was not
significant. However, both CGAS score and HoNOSCA were significantly worse in the specialist group.
At the 6-month follow-up, in adjusted analyses, %mBMI was significantly higher (better) in the specialist
group than in the generic group. Although %mBMI remained higher in the specialist group at the
12-month follow-up, the difference between the groups was no longer significant. No significant
differences between groups in CGAS score or HoNOSCA were identified at either the 6- or the 12-month
follow-up, in unadjusted or adjusted analyses.

Mean outcomes at baseline and at the 6- and 12-month follow-ups among young people initially assessed
in specialist or generic services, where services were classified additionally including the fourth criterion of
a minimum of 50 cases seen per year for which consensus had not been achieved (the Delphi sensitivity
analysis), are reported in Table 22. At baseline, the specialist group had significantly poorer scores than the
generic group on all three measures. At the 6-month follow-up, CGAS scores remained significantly poorer
in the specialist group in unadjusted analysis but not in adjusted analysis, and no significant differences
were seen for %BMI or HoNOSCA. No significant differences were evident on any of the three measures
at the 12-month follow-up.

TABLE 21 Outcome measures at baseline and 6- and 12-month follow-ups: main analysis

Outcome
measure

Group

Unadjusteda

mean difference
(95% CI) p-value

Adjusteda,b

mean difference
(95% CI) p-value

Specialist Generic

n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD)

Baseline

%mBMI 191 82.70 (11.10) 105 83.60 (9.90) –0.90
(–3.46 to 1.66)

0.489

CGAS score 174 43.22 (14.40) 99 47.86 (13.29) –4.64
(–8.11 to –1.17)

0.009c

HoNOSCA 45 21.04 (8.43) 16 14.88 (5.77) 6.17
(1.60 to 10.74)

0.009c

6 months

%mBMI 143 91.98 (8.51) 67 89.62 (12.89) 2.37
(–0.59 to 5.31)

0.116 2.58
(0.16 to 5.01)

0.037c

CGAS score 115 58.94 (17.17) 55 63.27 (17.05) –4.33
(–9.88 to 1.21)

0.125 0.49
(–5.14 to 6.12)

0.864

HoNOSCA 17 9.47 (7.43) 16 11.88 (10.31) –2.40
(–8.76 to 3.95)

0.446 –6.61
(–15.54 to 2.31)

0.140

12 months

%mBMI 106 94.70 (10.61) 39 93.36 (9.46) 1.34
(–2.48 to 5.16)

0.489 0.09
(–3.54 to 3.73)

0.960

CGAS score 97 68.39 (17.95) 38 71.58 (21.41) –3.19
(–10.37 to 4.00)

0.382 –0.65
(–8.26 to 6.96)

0.866

HoNOSCA 12 7.42 (4.48) 7 13.57 (16.94) –6.15
(–16.88 to 4.57)

0.243 –12.42
(–31.07 to 6.23)

0.171

SD, standard deviation.
a Standard parametric tests.
b Adjusted for baseline CGAS score, baseline %mBMI, age, sex and region.
c Statistically significant: p < 0.05.
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Table 23 reports the results for the main analysis with imputation of missing outcome data. As was
found for total cost data, imputation made very little difference to the results of the main analysis, with
imputed results being very similar to complete-case results and all differences between groups being
non-significant, with the exception of %BMI at 6-month follow-up, which was significantly higher
(better outcome) in the specialist group.

Given the differences in clinical measures between the groups at baseline, observed changes in clinical
measures over time are reported in Tables 24 (main analysis) and 25 (Delphi sensitivity analysis). In the
main analysis, both groups showed improvements over time and these improvements were greater in
the specialist group than in the generic group for %mBMI at 6 months (9% vs. 6% improvement) and
12 months (12% vs. 11% improvement), for CGAS score at 6 months (17-point vs. 13-point improvement)
and 12 months (27-point vs. 21-point improvement) and for HoNOSCA at 6 months (12-point vs. 1-point
improvement) and 12 months (16-point vs. 2-point improvement).

Similar to the main analysis, both groups showed improvements over time in the Delphi sensitivity analysis,
and these improvements were greater in the specialist group than in the generic group for %mBMI at
6 months (10% vs. 7% improvement) and at 12 months (13% vs. 10% improvement), for CGAS score at
6 months (18-point vs. 14-point improvement) and at 12 months (29-point vs. 22-point improvement)
and for HoNOSCA at 6 months (13-point vs. 4-point improvement) and at 12 months (17-point vs.
4-point improvement).

TABLE 22 Outcome measures at baseline and 6- and 12-month follow-ups: Delphi sensitivity analysis

Outcome
measure

Group

Unadjusteda

mean difference
(95% CI) p-value

Adjusteda,b

mean difference
(95% CI) p-value

Specialist Generic

n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD)

Baseline

%mBMI 137 81.42 (11.20) 159 84.40 (10.05) –2.98
(–5.41 to –0.55)

0.016c

CGAS score 125 41.51 (13.18) 148 47.76 (14.36) –6.25
(–9.56 to –2.94)

0.0002c

HoNOSCA 34 21.74 (8.36) 27 16.52 (7.25) 5.22
(1.15 to 9.28)

0.013c

6 months

%mBMI 109 91.69 (8.39) 101 90.73 (11.77) 0.95
(–1.81 to 3.72)

0.498 1.66
(–0.73 to 4.04)

0.172

CGAS score 88 57.11 (16.95) 82 63.80 (16.89) –6.69
(–11.82 to –1.56)

0.011c
–0.94
(–6.52 to 4.64)

0.740

HoNOSCA 13 9.08 (7.83) 20 11.65 (9.57) –2.57
(–9.06 to 3.92)

0.425 –5.40
(–13.56 to 2.77)

0.186

12 months

%mBMI 80 95.00 (10.61) 65 93.53 (9.91) 1.47
(–1.94 to 4.87)

0.396 1.37
(–2.03 to 4.78)

0.426

CGAS score 74 67.29 (18.96) 61 71.26 (19.48) –3.60
(–10.08 to 2.88)

0.274 –3.43
(–10.64 to 3.77)

0.347

HoNOSCA 9 7.89 (4.34) 10 11.30 (14.55) –3.41
(–14.07 to 7.25)

0.509 –7.21
(–23.79 to 9.36)

0.359

SD, standard deviation.
a Standard parametric tests.
b Adjusted for baseline CGAS score, baseline %mBMI, age, sex and region.
c Statistically significant: p < 0.05.
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Remission and relapse rates for the main and Delphi sensitivity analyses are reported in Table 26. In the
main analysis at 6 months, the proportion of patients who were in partial remission was higher in the
specialist eating disorders group (25%) than in the generic CAMHS group (22%), but the proportion
who had achieved full remission was lower in the specialist group (6%) than in the generic group (14%).
At 12 months, the proportion who were in partial remission was similar in both groups (27%) and a
smaller proportion of the specialist group were in full remission (21% vs. 27%), although it was also the
case that a smaller proportion of the specialist group had relapsed (5% vs. 6%). In total, 31% of the
specialist eating disorders group were in partial or full remission at 6 months and 48% were so at 12 months,

TABLE 23 Outcome measures at 6- and 12-month follow-ups: main analysis with missing data imputed

Outcome
measure

Group

Unadjusteda

mean difference
(95% CI) p-value

Adjusteda,b

mean difference
(95% CI) p-value

Specialist Generic

n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD)

6 months

%mBMI 192 91.60 (7.70) 106 90.39 (10.82) 1.21
(–0.92 to 3.33)

0.265 1.64
(0.00 to 3.29)

0.050c

CGAS score 192 59.71 (14.17) 106 62.74 (13.07) –3.03
(–6.31 to 0.25)

0.071 0.24
(–2.88 to 3.38)

0.877

HoNOSCA 192 13.56 (6.08) 106 12.07 (5.87) 1.50
(–0.07 to 2.92)

0.040 –0.48
(–1.24 to 0.28)

0.213

12 months

%mBMI 192 94.09 (8.56) 106 94.68 (7.12) –0.59
(–2.51 to 1.34)

0.547 –0.11
(–1.72 to 1.51)

0.896

CGAS score 192 68.56 (13.51) 106 70.31 (13.57) –1.75
(–4.97 to 1.47)

0.285 –0.59
(–3.78 to 2.60)

0.714

HoNOSCA 192 4.97 (9.43) 106 7.41 (8.21) –2.43
(–4.58 to –0.29)

0.027 –0.43
(–1.12 to 0.27)

0.227

SD, standard deviation.
a Standard parametric tests.
b Adjusted for baseline CGAS score, baseline %mBMI, age, sex and region.
c Statistically significant: p < 0.05.

TABLE 24 Outcome measures change over time: main analysis

Outcome measure

Group

Specialist Generic

n Change from baseline n Change from baseline

%mBMI

Baseline to 6 months 142 9.16 67 6.29

Baseline to 12 months 105 11.70 39 10.76

CGAS score

Baseline to 6 months 113 17.17 52 12.83

Baseline to 12 months 93 27.43 37 20.92

HoNOSCA

Baseline to 6 months 16 –12.25 7 –1.00

Baseline to 12 months 11 –16.09 7 –1.50
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compared with 36% of the generic CAMHS group at 6 months and 53% at 12 months. Relapse at the
12-month follow-up was low in both groups. The majority of young people remained in no remission in both
groups at both time points (69% in specialist services and 64% in generic CAMHS at 6 months; 47% in
specialist services and 41% in generic CAMHS at 12 months).

In the Delphi sensitivity analysis, a smaller proportion of the specialist group than of the generic group achieved
partial remission (22% vs. 25%) or full remission (4% vs. 14%) at 6 months. At 12 months, a greater proportion
of participants in the specialist group were in partial remission (31% vs. 22%) but a smaller proportion of the
specialist group were in full remission (18% vs. 28%). In total, 26% of the specialist eating disorders group were
in partial or full remission at 6 months, compared with 39% of the generic CAMHS group. However, rates of
partial or full remission at 12 months were similar in both groups (49% specialist services, 50% generic CAMHS).
Relapse rates were lower in the specialist group than in the generic group (2% vs. 9%). As with the main
analysis, the majority of young people remained in no remission in both groups at both time points (74% in
specialist services and 61% in generic CAMHS at 6 months; 49% in specialist services and 42% in generic
CAMHS at 12 months).

TABLE 25 Outcome measures change over time: Delphi sensitivity analysis

Outcome measure

Group

Specialist Generic

n Change from baseline n Change from baseline

%mBMI

Baseline to 6 months 108 9.87 101 6.50

Baseline to 12 months 79 13.01 65 9.54

CGAS score

Baseline to 6 months 87 17.81 78 13.55

Baseline to 12 months 72 28.79 58 21.56

HoNOSCA

Baseline to 6 months 12 –13.25 11 –4.00

Baseline to 12 months 8 –16.75 9 –3.78

TABLE 26 Remission and relapse rates

Remission and relapse

Analysis, n (%)

Main Delphi sensitivity

Specialist Generic Specialist Generic

6 months (n = 220)

No remission 102 (69.39) 47 (64.38) 83 (74.11) 66 (61.11)

Partial remission 36 (24.49) 16 (21.92) 25 (22.32) 27 (25.00)

Full remission 9 (6.12) 10 (13.70) 4 (3.57) 15 (13.89)

12 months (n = 180)

No remission 62 (47.33) 20 (40.82) 48 (48.98) 34 (41.46)

Partial remission 35 (26.72) 13 (26.53) 30 (30.61) 18 (21.95)

Full remission 28 (21.37) 13 (26.53) 18 (18.37) 23 (28.05)

Relapse 6 (4.58) 3 (6.12) 2 (2.04) 7 (8.54)
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Cost-effectiveness of specialist versus generic services: main analysis
In the main analysis using the CGAS score (the primary measure of effect in the cost-effectiveness analysis)
at the 12 month follow-up (the primary end point), adjusted total costs per participant were lower and
adjusted CGAS scores were slightly lower (poorer outcome) in the specialist group than in the generic
group, generating an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (the additional cost of one intervention compared
with another divided by the additional effects) of £10,932 (–£7106/–0.65). This suggests that being initially
assessed in a generic service generates a 1-point improvement in CGAS scores for an additional cost of
approximately £11,000 compared with a specialist eating disorders service. The cost-effectiveness plane in
Figure 6 illustrates the scatterplots of the bootstrapped cost and effectiveness pairs for specialist versus
generic services at 12 months using the CGAS score. The points in the scatterplot fall in all four quadrants
of the cost-effectiveness plane, but the majority fall below the x-axis, indicating that the specialist group
is less costly than the generic CAMHS group, and a slightly larger proportion fall to the left of the y-axis,
indicating that the specialist group demonstrated poorer outcomes than the generic CAMHS group. In
terms of the four quadrants, the largest proportion is in the south-west quadrant, where specialist services
are cheaper (below the x-axis) and less effective (to the left of the y-axis), and so there is a trade-off
between the two interventions and a decision must be made as to whether or not the additional effects of
generic services are worth the additional costs.

At the 6-month follow-up, adjusted total costs per participant were lower in the specialist group and
adjusted CGAS scores were slightly higher (better outcomes), so initial assessment in a specialist service
dominates initial assessment in a generic service. In the cost-effectiveness plane for CGAS score at
6 months (Figure 7), the largest proportion of replications is in the south-east quadrant, where specialist
services are cheaper (below the x-axis) and more effective (to the right of the y-axis), and thus dominate
generic services.

Statistical uncertainty around the incremental cost-effectiveness ratios was explored through the calculation
of cost-effectiveness acceptability curves, shown in Figure 8 for CGAS scores at 12 months and at 6 months.
Both cost-effectiveness acceptability curves suggest that there is > 50% probability of initial assessment
in a specialist service being cost-effective compared with a generic service, with probabilities ranging from
approximately 90% at zero willingness to pay for improvements in effectiveness to approximately 50% at a
willingness-to-pay value of £30,000.
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FIGURE 6 Cost-effectiveness plane for CGAS scores at 12 months showing specialist minus generic cost and
effectiveness pairs: main analysis.
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In terms of %mBMI for age and sex (the secondary measure of effect in the cost-effectiveness analysis)
at the 12-month follow-up (the primary end point) in the main analysis, adjusted total costs per participant
were lower and %mBMI scores were very slightly higher (better outcome) in the specialist group than in
the generic group, so initial assessment in a specialist service dominates initial assessment in a generic
service. The cost-effectiveness plane in Figure 9 illustrates the scatterplots of the bootstrapped cost and
effectiveness pairs for specialist versus generic services at 12 months using %mBMI. The vast majority of
the points in the scatterplot fall in the south quadrants below the x-axis, where specialist services are
cheaper than generic services, and effectiveness is similar (equally distributed to the left and the right of
the y-axis).
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FIGURE 7 Cost-effectiveness plane for CGAS scores at 6 months showing specialist minus generic cost and
effectiveness pairs: main analysis.
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FIGURE 8 Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves for CGAS scores at 6 and 12 months: main analysis.
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At the 6-month follow-up, results were similar, with adjusted total costs per participant being lower in the
specialist group and %mBMI being higher (better outcomes), so initial assessment in a specialist service
dominates initial assessment in a generic service. The cost-effectiveness plane in Figure 10 illustrates
the scatterplots of the bootstrapped cost and effectiveness pairs for specialist versus generic services at
12 months using %mBMI. The vast majority of the points in the scatterplot fall in the south-east quadrant,
where specialist services are cheaper (below the x-axis) and more effective (to the right of the y-axis) than
generic services, illustrating that specialist services dominate generic CAMHS.

The cost-effectiveness acceptability curves for %mBMI at 12 months and 6 months are shown in Figure 11.
Both cost-effectiveness acceptability curves suggest that there is a > 50% probability of initial assessment
in a specialist service being cost-effective compared with a generic service, with probabilities ranging from
76% at zero willingness to pay to 56% at a willingness-to-pay value of £30,000 in the 12-month analysis
and from approximately 69% at zero willingness to pay for improvements in effectiveness to > 98% at a
willingness-to-pay value of £30,000 in the 6-month analysis.
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FIGURE 9 Cost-effectiveness plane for %mBMI at 12 months showing specialist minus generic cost and effectiveness
pairs: main analysis.
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FIGURE 10 Cost-effectiveness plane for %mBMI at 6 months showing specialist minus generic cost and effectiveness
pairs: main analysis.
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Cost-effectiveness of specialist versus generic services: Delphi sensitivity analysis
In the Delphi sensitivity analysis using the CGAS score, adjusted total costs per participant were lower
and adjusted CGAS scores were lower (poorer outcome) in the specialist group than in the generic group,
generating an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio of £965 (–£3309/–3.43) at 12 months and £3577
(–£3362/–0.94) at 6 months. The cost-effectiveness planes are presented in Appendix 2.

The cost-effectiveness acceptability curves for CGAS scores at 12 months and 6 months are shown in Figure 12.
At 6 months, the cost-effectiveness acceptability curve suggests that there is a > 50% probability of initial
assessment in a specialist service being cost-effective compared with a generic service for willingness-to-pay
values between £0 and £8000, but the probability falls to < 50% for higher values of willingness to pay,
with probabilities falling to 42% at a willingness-to-pay value of £30,000 for unit improvements in CGAS
scores. At 12 months, the results are similar, with the probability of initial assessment in specialist services
being cost-effective compared with generic services ranging from 93% at zero willingness to pay to 55% at
a willingness-to-pay value of £3000, but falling to 22% at a willingness-to-pay value of £30,000.
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FIGURE 11 Cost-effectiveness acceptability curve for %mBMI at 6 and 12 months: main analysis.
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FIGURE 12 Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves for CGAS scores at 6 and 12 months: Delphi sensitivity analysis.
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In terms of %mBMI for age and sex, adjusted total costs per participant were lower and %mBMI scores
were higher (better outcome) in the specialist group than in the generic group at both the 12-month and
the 6-month follow-ups, so initial assessment in a specialist service dominates. The cost-effectiveness
planes are presented in Appendix 2.

The cost-effectiveness acceptability curves for %mBMI at 12 months and 6 months are shown in Figure 13.
Both cost-effectiveness acceptability curves suggest that there is a > 50% probability of initial assessment
in a specialist service being cost-effective compared with a generic service, with a minimum probability of
specialist services being cost-effective of 80% in the 12-month analysis and 71% at 6 months.

Decision modelling

Model inputs
Model inputs are summarised in Table 27. Costs, which are reported for the periods baseline to 6 months
and 6 months to 12 months, were, on average, substantially higher in both groups for participants who
had not achieved remission than for those who had (approximately £20,000 vs. £8000 at 6 months and
£18,000 vs. £6000 at 12 months, respectively), and higher for participants who achieved only partial
remission than for those in full remission (approximately £9000 vs. £4000 at 6 months and £7000 vs.
£4000 at 12 months, respectively). Participants who were classified as relapsed at the 12-month follow-up
were, on average, substantially less costly in the specialist eating disorders group (£8531) than in the
generic CAMHS group (£29,236); however, numbers were small so firm conclusions cannot be reached.

A similar pattern was seen for CGAS outcomes, with mean CGAS scores being, on average, substantially
lower (poorer outcome) in both groups for participants who had not achieved remission than for those
who had (approximately 50 vs. 75 points at 6 months and 50 vs. 80 points at 12 months), and lower for
participants who achieved only partial remission than for those in full remission (approximately 72 vs. 83 points
at 6 months and 74 vs. 87 points at 12 months). Participants who were classified as relapsed at the 12-month
follow-up had a mean score of approximately 60 points on the CGAS, which was higher than that for those
who had not achieved remission (50 points) but lower than for those in partial or full remission (75 points).
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FIGURE 13 Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves for %mBMI at 6 and 12 months: Delphi sensitivity analysis.
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At baseline, as noted previously (see Outcomes), participants in the specialist eating disorders service
group had, on average, poorer baseline CGAS scores than those in the generic CAMHS group (43 vs. 48);
however, in terms of CGAS health states, mean scores in both groups lie within the ‘obvious problems –
moderate impairment in most areas or severe in one area’ health state on the CGAS.27 At both the 6- and
12-month follow-ups, the average score of those who had not achieved remission remained in the ‘obvious
problems – moderate impairment in most areas or severe in one area’ category (scores between 41 and 50)
or improved slightly to fall into the next category of ‘some noticeable problems – in more than one area’
(scores between 51 and 60). The average score of those in partial remission fell into the ‘doing all right –
minor impairment’ category (scores between 71 and 80) and the average score of those in full remission
was in the ‘doing well’ category (scores between 81 and 90).

Comparing the two groups, costs and outcomes for participants who had not achieved remission at 6 months
were very similar. In the case of those in partial remission, costs were lower and CGAS scores were slightly
higher for those in the specialist eating disorders group than in the generic CAMHS group, but for those in full
remission, costs were slightly higher and outcomes were slightly lower for the specialist eating disorders group.
At 12 months, among those failing to achieve remission, costs were higher and outcomes were better in the
specialist eating disorders group than in the generic CAMHS group. Among those in remission, the pattern
was the same as at 6 months, with specialist services being associated with lower costs and better outcomes
for those in partial remission but with higher costs and poorer outcomes for those in full remission.

TABLE 27 Decision model inputs

Inputs

Group

Specialist Generic

Mean n (%) Mean n (%)

Cost (£)

6 months n = 147 n = 73

No remission 20,904 102 (69.4) 19,680 47 (64.4)

Partial remission 8327 36 (24.5) 11,893 16 (21.9)

Full remission 4451 9 (6.1) 3735 10 (13.7)

12 months n = 131 n = 49

No remission 18,640 62 (47.3) 17,431 20 (40.8)

Partial remission 6809 35 (26.7) 8678 13 (26.5)

Full remission 4956 28 (21.4) 2171 13 (26.5)

Relapse 8531 6 (4.6) 29,236 3 (6.1)

CGAS score

Baseline 43.22 174 47.86 99

6 months n = 115 n = 55

No remission 48.97 70 (60.9) 51.69 29 (52.7)

Partial remission 72.53 36 (31.3) 71.50 16 (29.1)

Full remission 82.11 9 (7.8) 83.70 10 (18.2)

12 months n = 97 n = 38

No remission 51.09 33 (34.0) 47.11 9 (23.7)

Partial remission 73.81 32 (33.0) 72.30 13 (34.2)

Full remission 85.50 26 (26.8) 90.00 13 (34.2)

Relapse 60.50 6 (6.2) 62.00 3 (7.9)
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Model effects
Calculation of the weighted average overall gain in outcome at 12 months, taking into consideration both
the proportion of patients who go into remission and the CGAS score gain, found that young people
initially assessed in specialist eating disorders services had improved, on average, by 46.97%, compared
with only 41.87% for young people initially assessed in generic CAMHS.

To explore whether the results were driven by the disparity in baseline CGAS scores or by the treatment
effect in each arm, two-way sensitivity analyses were carried out to examine the relationship between
the baseline CGAS score and the treatment effect. Four scenarios were considered for the economic
modelling, which are outlined in Chapter 2, Model analysis, and the calculations to derive the model inputs
for these sensitivity analyses, expressed as CGAS score gain from baseline, are reported in Table 28.

Model results
Model results are presented as the average cost per 10-point gain in CGAS score per young person
in the full hypothetical cohort and are not presented separately for specialist eating disorders services
versus generic CAMHS. Thus, these results are not attempting to explore the relative cost-effectiveness
of specialist versus generic services but are instead focused on the overall impact on the cohort as the
proportion of young people being assessed by specialist or generic services is varied.

The cost per 10-point gain in CGAS score per young person generated for the base-case scenario, the
three alternative scenarios varying the percentage of young people initially assessed in specialist eating
disorders services and generic CAMHS and the two-way sensitivity analyses varying baseline CGAS scores
and the 12-month treatment effect is reported in Table 29.

In the base-case scenario, the cost per 10-point gain in CGAS score per young person was slightly higher
if all young people were initially assessed and diagnosed in a specialist eating disorders service (£14,233)
than if they were assessed and diagnosed in a generic service (£13,758). The results were similar in
sensitivity analyses 2a and 2b, but the opposite was the case in sensitivity analyses 1a and 1b, with the
cost per 10-point gain in CGAS per young person being slightly lower in specialist services than in generic
CAMHS. Across all scenarios, there was little variation in the cost per 10-point gain in CGAS score.

TABLE 28 Decision model two-way sensitivity analysis inputs

Scenario Baseline CGAS score (points) Treatment effect (%) CGAS score gain (points)

Base case

Specialist 43.22 47 20.31104

Generic 47.86 42 20.04116

Sensitivity analysis 1a: generic baseline CGAS

Specialist 47.86 47 22.49158

Generic 47.86 42 20.04116

Sensitivity analysis 1b: specialist baseline CGAS

Specialist 43.22 47 20.31104

Generic 43.22 42 18.09818

Sensitivity analysis 2a: generic treatment effect

Specialist 43.22 42 18.09818

Generic 47.86 42 20.04116

Sensitivity analysis 2b: specialist treatment effect

Specialist 43.22 47 20.31104

Generic 47.86 47 22.49158
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The variation is shown more clearly in Figure 14, which depicts the results of the base-case scenario and
the four sensitivity analyses, varying the proportion of young people in the specialist eating disorders group
from 100% to 0% (and thus the proportion of young people in the generic group from 0% to 100%),
a total of 500 scenarios. The base-case results are almost horizontal, suggesting little difference in the
cost per 10-point gain in CGAS score as the proportion in each group is varied. The slopes on all sensitivity
analyses are greater than in the base-case scenario, suggesting greater variation as the proportion in each
group changes, with sensitivity analyses 1a and 1b favouring specialist eating disorders services and
sensitivity analyses 2a and 2b favouring generic CAMHS.

One-way sensitivity analysis was used to explore the sensitivity of the model to the cost and CGAS inputs
into the model by varying each of the inputs using the relevant 95% CIs. The results indicated that the
model was not particularly sensitive to a 95% CI change in CGAS scores (cost per 10-point gain in CGAS
score ranged from £12,900, the lower end of the 95% CI, to £13,913, the upper end of the 95% CI)
or in cost (cost per 10-point gain in CGAS score ranged from £12,122, the lower end of the 95% CI,
to £15,151, the upper end of the 95% CI).

Probabilistic sensitivity analysis was used to explore the uncertainty in the cost-effectiveness results, in relation
to the cost per 10-point gain in CGAS score. The results of this analysis are shown in the cost-effectiveness
plane in Figure 15. The distribution of the results (the scatter points) indicate that there is substantial variation

TABLE 29 Decision model results

Scenario Cost per 10-point improvement in CGAS score (£)

Base case

0% specialist, 100% generic 13,757.47

50% specialist, 50% generic 13,996.64

73% specialist, 27% generic (as per CostED sample) 14,105.59

100% specialist, 0% generic 14,232.64

Sensitivity analysis 1a: baseline CGAS as per generic CAMHS

0% specialist, 100% generic 13,757.47

50% specialist, 50% generic 13,279.07

73% specialist, 27% generic (as per CostED sample) 13,077.04

100% specialist, 0% generic 12,852.79

Sensitivity analysis 1b: baseline CGAS as per specialist group

0% specialist, 100% generic 15,234.44

50% specialist, 50% generic 14,704.68

73% specialist, 27% generic (as per CostED sample) 14,480.96

100% specialist, 0% generic 14,232.64

Sensitivity analysis 2a: treatment effect as per generic CAMHS

0% specialist, 100% generic 13,757.47

50% specialist, 50% generic 14,808.73

73% specialist, 27% generic (as per CostED sample) 15,329.15

100% specialist, 0% generic 15,972.86

Sensitivity analysis 2b: treatment effect as per specialist group

0% specialist, 100% generic 12,258.62

50% specialist, 50% generic 13,195.34

73% specialist, 27% generic (as per CostED sample) 13,659.06

100% specialist, 0% generic 14,232.64
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in both the CGAS scores and the costs, but the mean of these simulations remains similar to the main results,
with little difference in costs (points equally spread above and below the x-axis) and little difference in
outcomes (points equally spread to the left and the right of the y-axis).

As there is no cost-effectiveness threshold for CGAS score (no point below/above which society is
willing/unwilling to pay for a unit improvement in outcome), we also used probabilistic sensitivity analysis
to explore the incremental cost per 10-point gain in the CGAS score in terms of the percentage of
simulations that fell below various hypothetical willingness-to-pay thresholds for a 10-point gain in CGAS
score. This threshold analysis found that 76% of simulations fell below £10,000 per 10-point CGAS score
gain, 86% fell below £20,000 per 10-point CGAS score gain, 90% fell below £30,000 per 10-point CGAS
score gain and 94% fell below £50,000 per 10-point CGAS score gain.

As noted in Chapter 2, Model structure, a lack of suitable data made a longer-term model impossible, but
given consistent similarities in both cost and outcome between the two groups, and the initial differences
in baseline, it is hypothesised that modelling further into the future would continue to suggest limited
variation between the two groups.
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Chapter 4 Discussion

Parts of this chapter have been reproduced from Petkova et al.21 © Author(s) (or their employer(s)) 2019.
Re-use permitted under CC BY. Published by BMJ. This is an open access article distributed in

accordance with the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Unported (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits
others to copy, redistribute, remix, transform and build upon this work for any purpose, provided the
original work is properly cited, a link to the licence is given, and indication of whether changes were
made. See: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. The text below includes minor additions and
formatting changes to the original text.

Overview of the main results

The primary aims of the CostED study were to evaluate the cost and cost-effectiveness of existing
community-based models of service provision for children and adolescents aged between 8 and 17 years
with anorexia nervosa in the UK and the RoI and to use economic decision analysis to model the impact on
cost and cost-effectiveness of potential changes to the provision of specialist eating disorders services in
these regions.

The results of the cost-effectiveness analyses suggest that initial assessment in a specialist eating disorders
service has a higher probability of being cost-effective than initial assessment in a generic CAMHS, for
willingness-to-pay thresholds for improvements in outcome ranging from £0 to £30,000. This was true for
both the CGAS score (primary analysis) and %mBMI for age and height (secondary analysis) and at both
the 6- and 12-month follow-ups. However, without knowledge of the exact value society is willing to pay
for improvements in either CGAS score or %mBMI, no firm conclusions can be reached.

From the decision modelling, there was no evidence to suggest that changes to the provision of specialist
eating disorders services would generate savings for the NHS, with results from the economic model
suggesting that the cost per 10-point improvement in CGAS score (i.e. an improvement from one CGAS
category to the next) varies very little as the percentage of participants taking the specialist or the generic
pathway is varied. These results were not found to be sensitive to variation in parameters or in probabilistic
sensitivity analysis.

Cost-effectiveness of specialist versus generic services

The cost-effectiveness findings in favour of specialist eating disorders services were the result of very similar
costs and outcomes in the two groups over the 12-month follow-up period, alongside poorer baseline
clinical status in the specialist eating disorders group. Thus, despite the fact that young people in specialist
eating disorders services were more severely ill at the point of assessment and diagnosis than those in
generic CAMHS, specialist eating disorders services were achieving clinical outcomes 12 months after
baseline similar to generic CAMHS, using a similar level of NHS secondary and tertiary services, and
therefore a similar cost.

A sensitivity analysis (the Delphi sensitivity analysis) was carried out with services classified as either
specialist or generic on the basis of criteria that had achieved consensus in the Delphi survey plus an
additional criterion on which consensus had not been achieved, and for which there was evidence of a
clear split in respondents’ beliefs about its importance (see Criteria for the classification of services as
specialist). This analysis reduced the proportion of the sample classified as being assessed in a specialist
service and results were less favourable for the specialist group than in the main analysis, with similar
outcomes generated in the two groups, but higher costs in the specialist group. Although the specialist
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eating disorders group retained the higher probability of cost-effectiveness for the analysis using %mBMI,
the results were less clear for CGAS scores, with the probability of specialist services being cost-effective
falling below 50% at willingness-to-pay levels exceeding £3000 in the 12-month analysis and £8000 in
the 6-month analysis. The results of the CGAS score analysis were therefore sensitive to the criteria used
for classification of services.

These results are in line with previous evidence to support the cost-effectiveness of specialist eating
disorders services for the treatment of young people with anorexia nervosa.18 The TOuCAN trial,16 a
multicentre RCT comparing inpatient psychiatric treatment, specialist outpatient treatment and general
outpatient treatment for young people with anorexia nervosa, was carried out in the UK approximately
12 years prior to the collection of the CostED data (TOuCAN data were collected between 2000 and
2003; CostED data were collected in 2015). Outcomes among the specialist outpatient group in the
TOuCAN trial were found to be similar to those observed in the inpatient and general outpatient
groups, but specialist outpatient treatment was less costly over the 2-year follow-up period, with
cost-effectiveness analysis suggesting that specialist outpatient treatment had the highest probability
of being cost-effective.18

A second study compared specialist eating disorders services with general CAMHS in terms of service
use, evaluating referrals over a 2-year period with a 1-year follow-up. Data were collected from clinical
notes for adolescents aged 13–17 years with an eating disorder in all services beyond primary care across
London.32 Admission rates in the London study, which excluded admissions for medical stabilisation,
were significantly different between groups, being 15% among those assessed and treated in a specialist
service, 19% among those receiving a non-specialist assessment but treated in a specialist service and
40% among those assessed and treated in a non-specialist service. Those referred to non-specialist
outpatient services were also found to have incurred approximately twice the costs of those referred
to specialist services, with no statistically significant differences in outcome. In the CostED study, the
proportion of young people experiencing an admission was similar in the specialist and generic groups
(approximately 30% in both groups), and, after removing paediatric admissions to enable comparison
with the London study, admission rates remained similar (20% specialist, 18% generic). Although the
rate of admissions of those assessed in specialist services was similar in the CostED study (20%) to that
in the London study (15%), the admission rate among those assessed in a generic service (irrespective
of where they were treated) was much lower in the CostED study (18%) than in the London study
(approximately 30%).

The two studies are not directly comparable as a result of differences in the data collection methods, the
sample size and the socioeconomic and demographic characteristics of the samples and possible changes
in health-care commissioning of inpatient services since the London study was completed. Nevertheless,
it seems unlikely that these factors alone could fully explain the considerable difference in the findings of
the two studies. There are several other possible explanations for these differences. First, they could be
attributable, at least in part, to differences in accessibility of inpatient services in London and in the broader
geographical area covered in the CostED study. However, given evidence to suggest an overall increasing
rate of hospital admissions for eating disorders in recent years,70 it seems unlikely that this would account
for the lower rates of admissions reported for generic services in the CostED study than for those in the
London study. Second, the sample sizes in the London study were relatively small, with follow-up data
being based on a total of 84 participants, including only 31 participants referred to a non-specialist service.32

It is possible that the small numbers of participants resulted in biased findings. However, the admission rates
from specialist services are comparable with the 10–15% rates reported from treatment studies conducted
in specialist services,71,72 and the findings are also consistent with clinical and audit reports of 50–80%
reductions in hospital admissions when specialist eating disorders services that are accessible directly from
primary care are introduced.73

Third, it is possible that the CostED study underestimated the number of admissions from generic services.
The CostED study recruited during a period when thresholds for referrals to generic CAMHS had been
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raised and significant numbers of patients remained on waiting lists until they had to be admitted to
hospital.74 These often quite severely ill patients may not have been included in the CostED study, thus
making the results from the generic services group appear more favourable. A further potential bias might
arise from the fact that, when patients with eating disorders are admitted to hospital from a generic CAMHS,
they are not always discharged back to their local service and may therefore not have been included in
the follow-up data. In terms of the CostED methodology, it is possible that generic CAMHS that felt that they
were doing well at supporting young people with eating disorders were more likely to refer cases to the
study. In addition, CostED was not set up to consider transfers between service types, which may have
contributed to bias in the results given findings in the London study to suggest that admissions rates were
lower among young people who were assessed in generic CAMHS and then transferred to a specialist
community service for treatment. As CostED focused on the service in which young people were assessed,
rather than treated, cases of this type would have remained classified as generic in the CostED study;
thus, any reductions in admissions as a result of subsequent referral to specialist services would have been
attributed to generic services, where the young person was initially assessed, and not to specialist services,
where the young person was treated.

Economic evaluations of services for eating disorders are rare. A systematic review of existing cost-
effectiveness analyses in eating disorders carried out in 201175 identified only two such studies: the
TOuCAN study discussed previously18 and a study focused on guided self-help treatment for recurrent
binge eating in adults.76 This review covered all eating disorders and included adults as well as young
people, and thus was broad in scope.77 A more recent review of economic evidence, carried out in 2017,19

which also covered all eating disorders in people of all ages, identified 13 studies, three of which focused
on anorexia nervosa, with the remainder focusing on bulimia nervosa or prevention of eating disorders.
Among the anorexia nervosa studies, the review identified, in addition to the TOuCAN study,18 one study
that was carried out alongside a RCT and explored the cost-effectiveness of focal psychodynamic therapy
and enhanced cognitive–behavioural therapy in adults with anorexia nervosa78 and an economic modelling
study comparing ‘adequate care’ with usual care for people of unspecified age.79 Neither was of relevance
to the current study and, given this lack of economic evidence, further comparisons with existing literature
proved impossible.

Impact of changes to the provision of specialist services

Despite these cost-effectiveness findings in favour of specialist eating disorders services, economic decision
modelling, which varied the proportion of young people initially assessed in specialist eating disorders
services compared with generic CAMHS, did not suggest that changes to the provision of specialist eating
disorders services would generate savings for the NHS. In fact, the results of the economic modelling show
only limited variation between specialist eating disorder services and generic CAMHS, with similar cost
per 10-point gain in CGAS score per young person, irrespective of whether the young person is initially
assessed in a specialist or a generic service. Thus, the results of the modelling suggest that the two groups
are relatively similar in terms of providing improvements in functioning.

In the economic model, costs and outcomes were explored by remission and relapse status and, as in the
cost-effectiveness analysis, these costs and outcomes were very similar in both groups. However, the
baseline differences observed between the two groups, discussed further (see Outcomes), were dealt with
using change scores for the primary outcome measure (the CGAS score) rather than through statistical
adjustment by prespecified baseline characteristics. These findings suggest that the economic results
presented are sensitive to the baseline characteristics of the young people in the study and the method
selected for adjusting for these differences.
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Health service use and costs

Exploring the service use and cost components of the cost-effectiveness analysis in more detail, the results
of the CostED study demonstrate that, although the number and length of hospital admissions and the
number of outpatient contacts, including CAMHS contacts, were similar in the specialist and generic
CAMHS groups, young people initially assessed in specialist services were more likely to receive care in an
eating disorders facility, whereas young people initially assessed in generic CAMHS were more likely to
receive care in general psychiatry facilities, which may simply reflect geography and the location of services.
Day-patient contacts, which primarily took place in eating disorders facilities, were accessed more by the
specialist group than by the generic group, again supporting the findings that the specialist group were
more likely to receive care in an eating disorders service than in general psychiatry services.

In the Delphi sensitivity analysis, with services classified as either specialist or generic on the basis of criteria
that had achieved consensus in the Delphi survey plus the additional criterion when consensus had not been
achieved, numbers of inpatient nights and outpatient contacts were higher in the specialist group but the
specialist group remained more likely than the generic CAMHS group to receive care in eating disorders
facilities than in general psychiatry facilities.

It is also interesting to note that inpatient stays were longer in eating disorders facilities, particularly eating
disorders facilities in the independent sector, than in general psychiatry and because young people initially
assessed in specialist eating disorders services were more likely to receive services in eating disorders
facilities, this difference is more marked in the specialist group, and contributes substantially to the cost
differences between the two groups in the Delphi sensitivity analysis. If young people who were admitted
from specialist services had not been admitted to eating disorder units or independent sector units, but
instead had been admitted to general psychiatry facilities, the results in favour of specialist eating disorder
services may have been stronger.

Although there were no significant differences in total costs between the specialist and generic groups in
either unadjusted or adjusted analyses, adjustment for baseline variables resulted in observed differences
favouring participants in specialist services (costs lower on average), in both the main analysis and the Delphi
sensitivity analysis. This was because of the baseline differences identified, with those initially assessed in a
specialist service having poorer CGAS scores and %mBMI, both of which were prespecified covariates.

Outcomes

In terms of the outcome side of the cost-effectiveness equation, at baseline both CGAS score and HoNOSCA
were significantly poorer, on average, in the specialist group than in the generic group in both the main
analysis and the Delphi sensitivity analysis, and %mBMI for age and sex was significantly lower in the Delphi
sensitivity analysis. This suggests that specialist services are more likely to assess and diagnose more severely
ill young people or those with more complex needs than generic services.

The fact that more unwell patients present to specialist services may not be a coincidence. There may be
two factors at play. First, in areas where both specialist and generic services are accessible, patients who are
more unwell are perhaps more likely to be referred to specialist services than to generic services. Second,
and perhaps more importantly for the interpretation of the CostED study results, in areas where specialist
services are not accessible, there may be an increased likelihood of the most unwell young people being
admitted to paediatrics and then to inpatient treatment, thus bypassing community non-specialist
treatment. The CostED study tracked young people only from the point of access to community-based
mental health services, and thus would have excluded any young people admitted straight to hospital
without any contact with CAMHS. This is a limitation of sampling at the community-based, secondary care
level, and potentially introduces a bias in favour of generic CAMHS because caring for these ‘hidden’ young
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people as inpatients will be considerably more expensive than treating them in the community, and this
additional cost would not have been captured in the CostED analyses.

By the 6-month follow-up, %mBMI was significantly higher in the specialist group than the generic group,
and it remained higher at the 12-month follow-up, although the difference was no longer significant.
No significant differences in CGAS score or HoNOSCA between the specialist and generic groups were
identified at either the 6- or the 12-month follow-up, despite the significantly lower scores in the specialist
group at baseline, with young people initially assessed in specialist services demonstrating greater
improvements in outcome over the 12-month follow-up period than those in generic services.

In terms of remission and relapse rates in the main analysis, the results were not as clearly in favour of
specialist services. Although partial remission was evident in a greater proportion of young people assessed
in specialist services at 6 months, rates were similar in the two groups by 12 months. Full remission was
evident for only a small proportion of the total sample (approximately 10% at 6 months and 24% at
12 months) and the full remission rate was lower in the specialist group than in the generic group at both
time points. Relapse rates at 12 months were small and differed little between groups (approximately 5%
of the total sample). In the Delphi sensitivity analysis, the proportion in full remission by 12 months was
lower in the specialist group than in the generic group, which may be expected given the significantly
poorer clinical status at baseline. However, a greater proportion of the specialist group were in partial
remission and a smaller proportion had relapsed.

Incidence of anorexia nervosa in young people aged 8–17 years

In addition to the assessment of the cost and cost-effectiveness of alternative models of care for young
people with anorexia nervosa and exploration of the impact on cost and cost-effectiveness of potential
changes to the provision of specialist eating disorders services in the UK and the RoI, the CostED study
aimed to identify incident cases of anorexia nervosa in young people aged between 8 and 17 years in the
UK and the RoI and to classify the model of care provided to each young person as either a specialist
eating disorders service or a generic CAMHS.

The first of these objectives, the identification of incident cases of anorexia nervosa in the UK and the RoI,
provided an opportunity to calculate new estimates of the incidence of anorexia nervosa in the population
sampled. These analyses suggest that, for the population as a whole, incidence rates have remained steady
over the last few years, but there is evidence to suggest that rates for children have increased.

The missing data-adjusted estimate of the incidence of anorexia nervosa among young people aged
8–17 years, which we hypothesised to be the most accurate of the three estimates presented (IR1), was
14 per 100,000. This is lower than previous estimates from primary care-based data of 18–20 per 100,000
young people aged between 10 and 19 years.33,34 However, these studies are difficult to compare as a
result of the difference in the age range, with the CostED study including children aged 8 and 9 years,
among which group the incidence was relatively low, and excluding older young people aged 18 and
19 years, among whom the incidence is relatively high. This age difference is likely to have had the impact
of making the CostED estimates lower than those of these previous studies.

It was possible, however, to compare the incidence rates for those age groups covered by both the CostED
study and a previous primary care study34 that collected data from the General Practice Research Database
(GPRD) between 2000 and 2009. These data suggest that, among young people aged between 10 and
14 years, incidence rates have in fact remained steady over the last decade or so, with incidence rates of
12.6 per 100,000 reported in the CostED study, compared with 13.1 per 100,000 reported in the GPRD
study.34 For young females, the incidence rates were 23.3 per 100,000 in the CostED study and 24.0 per
100,000 in the GPRD study, and, for males, the rates were 2.4 and 2.5 per 100,000, respectively.34
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Only one secondary care study that included estimates of the incidence of anorexia nervosa among children
in the UK or the RoI was identified.37 This study estimated that, between 2005 and 2006, the overall
incidence rate of anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa and eating disorders that were not otherwise specified
among children aged between 6 and 12 years was 3.01 per 100,000.37 The rates by disorder were 1.09 for
anorexia nervosa and 1.35 for other eating disorders (i.e. bulimia nervosa, eating disorders that were not
otherwise specified and binge eating disorder). Using the data available in the publication of the previous
study,37 the incidence rate of anorexia nervosa among children aged between 8 and 12 years (thus excluding
those aged 6 and 7 years for comparability with the CostED study) was approximately 1.5 per 100,000.
Although the incidence rate may in fact have been higher had the study used DSM-5 diagnostic criteria
rather than Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (because a proportion of
those with eating disorders that were not otherwise specified would be diagnosed with anorexia nervosa
using DSM-5), combining the anorexia nervosa category with those in the ’other eating disorders’ category
meeting CostED criteria for DSM-5 anorexia nervosa (estimated from the original data by DN) gives an
approximation of the DSM-5 incidence for children aged 8–12 years of approximately 2.1 per 100,000.
This compares with a rate of 3.2 per 100,000 in the CostED study for children in the same age range of
8–12 years. Thus, the CostED DSM-5 incidence rate was higher than the estimated DSM-5 rate for 2006,
suggesting that incidence rates for children aged 8–12 years may have increased in the last decade, whereas
the overall rates, including adolescents aged 14–17 years, have remained steady. Although rates in children
remain lower than rates in adolescents, this finding suggests that the onset of anorexia nervosa may be
earlier for some young people than suggested by previous research.

Criteria for the classification of services as specialist

To classify services notifying incident cases of young people with anorexia nervosa in the CostED
assessment of cost-effectiveness, a Delphi survey design was used to determine consensus for a number of
possible classification criteria, which were identified primarily via review of existing guidelines for specialist
eating disorder services. The two-stage Delphi survey was carried out online, rather than taking the more
traditional face-to-face approach, to maximise the number of key stakeholder respondents and thus
increase the validity of the results.

Two criteria achieved clear consensus for inclusion in round 1 (offering specialist outpatient treatment for
eating disorders and providing multidisciplinary specialist outpatient clinics dedicated to eating disorders)
and a third (holding weekly multidisciplinary meetings dedicated to eating disorders), which almost
achieved consensus in round 1, achieved consensus in round 2. These criteria suggest that, to be classified
as a specialist eating disorders service for young people, a service must provide evidence-based services for
the treatment of eating disorders, must be multidisciplinary and must have a clear focus on, and expertise
in, eating disorders.

A fourth criterion remained uncertain after both rounds of the Delphi survey (the number of cases of
eating disorders seen per year), with approximately half the respondents rating it as either very important
or extremely important. Previous evidence supports the inclusion of case size in terms of the effectiveness
of services, particularly in surgery. For example, a study80 of the frequency and outcome of biliary atresia
in infancy, which collected data from paediatricians via the British Paediatric Surveillance Unit in a similar
way as data were collected in the CostED study from psychiatrists via CAPSS, found better outcomes and
survival rates for children who received surgery in surgical centres with higher caseloads. It concluded
that children with biliary atresia should be managed in surgical centres with experience in managing the
condition.80 There is thus evidence to support the concentration of treatment for rarer conditions within a
small number of services that can develop expertise in that area. The empirical evidence showing that
the same principles may be applicable to mental health problems such as eating disorders is less clear.
Surgery is very different from the types of treatments commonly provided to young people with anorexia
nervosa, which tend to be psychological and family based, albeit alongside management of physical
complications. In addition, the chronic nature of eating disorders means that treatment takes place over
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months and years and increasingly on a day-care or outpatient basis. Although receipt of a surgical
procedure some distance from home may be realistic, long-term day-care or outpatient treatment needs
to be geographically located within reach of the young person’s home. The current guideline20 for the
treatment of child and adolescent eating disorders in England, which recommended early intervention by
specialist, community-based services, included the number of cases as a criterion (as well as a recommendation
for a minimum catchment area population of 500,000) on largely pragmatic grounds. This is because of the
experience that smaller specialist eating disorders teams tend to be less resilient to staff turnover, rather than
on the grounds of evidence indicating that smaller specialist teams are less skilled and less able to deliver good
health and social outcomes.20

The lack of consensus regarding the number of cases of patients with eating disorders seen by a service
per year in the CostED study is likely to be a reflection of the differences in the configuration of services
across geographical regions at the time the Delphi survey was undertaken, with more heavily populated
areas being more likely to receive a larger number of eating disorders referrals than rural areas and thus
rural areas being less likely to rate this as important because any minimum number may not be achievable
within the population they serve. The development of a large number of new dedicated eating disorders
services across England, which vary in size and service organisation, will provide an opportunity to determine
empirically what level of referrals is needed to make a specialist service viable. It will ensure that good
outcomes are achieved, and at the same time ensure that unnecessary and costly inpatient admissions are
avoided and therefore justify the investment in such services.

Although it is possible to argue that having a regular throughput of cases is needed for a team to achieve
specialist expertise, specifying an actual minimum number of cases is always going to be somewhat arbitrary.
There may be an argument, therefore, for including this criterion only descriptively to differentiate smaller
and larger services but not including it in the main definition of a specialist service to avoid penalising services
that may be ‘specialist’ in accordance with all other criteria but that may find it difficult to achieve a minimum
of 50 cases per year because of the size the population they serve.

n the CostED analyses, this fourth criterion was excluded from the main analyses but included in sensitivity
analyses (the Delphi sensitivity analyses), to explore the implication of its inclusion or exclusion. Its inclusion
resulted in a decrease in the proportion of cases judged to have been initially assessed in specialist services
and an increase in the proportion judged to have been assessed in generic CAMHS. Although follow-up
outcomes remained similar between the two groups, differences in baseline clinical scores were more
pronounced, with those patients classified as having been assessed in a specialist service being more severely
ill at the point of assessment, and differences in cost were more pronounced and higher in specialist services
than in generic services. These Delphi sensitivity analyses suggest that, in common with the results of the main
analysis, more severely ill young people are more likely to be referred to specialist services and, despite this
baseline disparity, specialist eating disorders services are able to achieve similar outcomes to generic CAMHS,
although at greater cost. In terms of cost-effectiveness, results were less favourable for specialist services as
a result of the greater cost differences, but specialist services remained more likely to be cost-effective than
generic CAMHS over a range of willingness-to-pay thresholds for improvements in outcome. Thus, the results
of the CostED study were not found to be sensitive to the inclusion of this criterion.

Two remaining criteria reached consensus for exclusion in round 1 of the Delphi survey (the size of the
population of the catchment area and the age of the service). The population of the catchment area was not
included in the original guidelines that were used to support the development of the CostED study service
characteristics, which were included in the questionnaires to clinicians and the Delphi survey questions,24 but
it was included on the advice of clinical research group members and was included in more recent guidance
published in 2015.20 This criterion was not considered important by ≥ 70% of the Delphi survey respondents,
suggesting that it could be removed from future guidelines. Again, the failure of this criterion to achieve
consensus for inclusion could reflect differences in services across geographical regions and the small
population covered by services in more rural areas, which would otherwise meet criteria for specialist eating
disorders services.
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Age of a service was not included as a criterion in either the original guidelines used to support the
CostED study methodology24 or the more recent guidelines published in 2015,20 but again was included
on the advice of CostED clinical research group members. Only 9% of respondents rated this as very or
extremely important, suggesting clear consensus that it should be excluded from the definition of specialist
eating disorders services for young people.

One criterion that was not included in the CostED study, but is now included in more recent guidelines,
is the availability of evidence-based interventions to treat comorbidities alongside the eating disorder.20

Further research may be needed to explore the value of this criterion.

Application of the criteria identified through the Delphi survey to CostED cases and services suggests that
between 46% and 65% of the young people meeting eligibility for inclusion in the CostED follow-up
study were assessed in a specialist eating disorders service and that between 20% and 37% of the services
that notified these cases were specialist eating disorders services, dependent on whether services were
classified using three or four criteria (the main or the Delphi sensitivity analysis). Although these data may
imply that a relatively small number of specialist eating disorders services are working with a much larger
proportion of the total population of young people with anorexia nervosa than generic services, this may
also indicate bias in the reporting of cases, discussed further below (see Timing of the CostED study).
Although it should also be noted that the majority (≥ 60%) of notifying services were generic CAMHS,
previous research suggests that up to 50% of individuals with anorexia nervosa never present to clinical
services,81 but that they are more likely to present for help where specialist services exist,17 which may
account for this finding.

Timing of the CostED study

As noted in the introduction (see Chapter 1, Background), the provision of community-based eating
disorders services for children and young people in England has started to change following the publication
of guidance for commissioning standards and requirements for the provision of community-based eating
disorders services for children and young people in June 2015 and the announcement of £30M of recurrent
funding to support the transformation of these services in England.20 Although the funding announcement
was made in the autumn of 2014, the first allocation of funding to services was not made until April 2016,
after the commissioning standards guidance was developed and published in 2015.20

The CostED sample was identified during the period February 2015 to September 2015 and subsequently
followed up for 12 months to the end of September 2016. Although there is some overlap with the
beginning of the funding allocation period, the entire CostED study surveillance period, all the 6-month
follow-up data and approximately half of all the 12-month follow-up data were collected prior to any
funding being allocated to services. It is, therefore, possible that some generic services had received
funding that was available for the last few months of the CostED data collection period (around May to
September 2016) and were beginning to develop their services into specialist eating disorders services.
Such developments, which may include staff recruitment and training, take time, however, so the overall
impact on the CostED data is likely to be minimal and would have enhanced the generic pathway, thus
reducing the likelihood of finding differences between the two groups. Any bias would therefore be in
favour of generic services rather than specialist services, so the results presented are conservative.

Strengths and limitations

Anorexia nervosa is a relatively rare disorder, making it difficult to recruit adequately powered samples for
clinical trials. This surveillance study was able to gather case notifications from almost 100 services across
the UK and the RoI, 79 of which reported at least one case that met the CostED study eligibility criteria.
Recruitment of this number of services in a clinical trial would be prohibitively expensive; thus, surveillance
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studies are an important means to evaluate services for rarer conditions. Using CAPSS methodology has
the important advantage of providing national data, and minimising loss of data owing to lack of patient
consent. The CostED study included young people with anorexia nervosa, diagnosed using stringent
DSM-5 criteria, from across the UK and the RoI, and thus it avoided the biases inherent in studying
clinical samples via a small number of specialist centres in a narrow range of geographical locations.

During the 8-month surveillance period, 997 case notifications were received, which was substantially
higher than the number estimated prior to the study start (between 590 and 660). After accounting for
duplicates and withdrawals, 305 cases were eligible for inclusion in the incidence study and 298 cases
were eligible for inclusion in the cost-effectiveness study, which, applying the incidence estimates
calculated in the study (see Chapter 3, Incidence of anorexia nervosa in the UK and Republic of Ireland)
to recent population data (see Chapter 3, Demographics and clinical features), was approximately 40% of
all incident cases of anorexia nervosa in the UK and the RoI over an 8-month period. Although follow-up
rates were lower than expected at both 6 months (n = 220, compared with estimates of between n = 300
and n = 330) and 12 months (n = 187, compared with estimates of between n = 220 and n = 250), this
sample is still larger than RCTs carried out in this population of young people have been able to achieve
to date.16,82,83

The CAPSS notification cards were returned by approximately 50% of all clinicians included on the
CAPSS system; however, 35% of those who provided a positive notification failed to return the baseline
questionnaires, so the absence of some data was a constraint. There are many reasons why clinicians may
fail to return notification cards or questionnaires. For example, clinicians may have retired or resigned,
left the country, moved to work in different services and not received the CAPSS yellow cards or CostED
questionnaires, assumed that a case had been reported by a colleague, failed to return yellow cards if
there were nil returns, or simply had competing priorities that left them with no time to respond.84

In addition, anorexia nervosa is a more common disorder than those usually supported by the CAPSS
system, which may have depressed response rates. Recent studies include one focusing on gender identity
disorders, which, in the first 9 months of surveillance (compared with the 8-month surveillance period in
the CostED study), identified 80 cases notified from both the CAPSS (psychiatry) and the British Paediatric
Surveillance Unit (paediatric) surveillance systems;85 and a study of childhood non-affective psychoses,
which received only 15 notifications over a 12-month period via the CAPSS system.86 We attempted to
offset this through engagement activities, and to minimise the impact on clinicians by reducing the time
period for reporting from the typical 12 months to 8 months. Nonetheless, the system relies on data from
busy clinicians, which may not be readily available if the patient has moved between services.

In the analyses of costs, outcomes and cost-effectiveness, missing items in returned questionnaires were
few and we contacted clinicians directly about missing data to minimise data loss. The one variable that
differed was the HoNOSCA, for which a substantial proportion of responses were missing (approximately
80% at baseline, rising to almost 90% at the 6-month follow-up and 94% at the 12-month follow-up).
This result strongly suggests that community-based clinical services are not using the HoNOSCA in routine
practice and that the HoNOSCA had to be removed as the prespecified primary outcome measure and
replaced with the CGAS score, for which response rates were substantially higher. To explore the impact
of these missing data resulting from missing follow-up questionnaires for eligible cases, analyses of both
costs and outcomes were repeated using multiple imputation. The results were very similar to the findings
in complete-case analyses, thus giving greater confidence in the results presented.

In the incidence study, both missing notifications (from the 50% of clinicians who failed to return
CAPSS yellow cards) and missing cases that could not be assessed for eligibility owing to missing baseline
questionnaires were addressed using a novel approach for adjusting the observed incidence rates under
different assumptions about the likely incidence rate among each of the two types of missing cases,
which provided incidence rates hypothesised to be the most accurate, but also a range within which the
true rates are likely to fall.
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The CostED study sample collected via the CAPSS methodology was also limited to young people seen
by consultant child and adolescent psychiatrists. Cases that would not be identified by this methodology
include those managed by GPs in primary care and those in the care of mental health services with little
or no psychiatric input, such as nurse-led facilities. We attempted to mitigate this by contacting those
specialist services known to have little or no psychiatry input, in order to identify an alternative clinical lead
respondent. For example, this was a particular issue in Northern Ireland, where, because of initial low
numbers of notifications, investigation identified a number of nurse-led facilities that were invited to
contribute, and subsequently reported just over half of all cases in Northern Ireland.

For the Delphi study, the issues were less about missing data, as the online nature of the survey allowed a
much larger sample to be included than would be the case for a face-to-face panel, and more about the
limited information available on the respondents. In order to minimise respondent burden and encourage
participation, the survey did not ask for any identifying personal information, apart from the respondent’s
e-mail address for the purpose of contacting them for round 2 of the Delphi survey. It is therefore not
possible to know exactly which stakeholders responded and, thus, whether or not there were any particular
biases in terms of the representation of different groups. However, the invited sample was broad, and the
sample size achieved was substantially larger than would be expected from any face-to-face Delphi panel.
In addition, a clear increase in responses was observed after advertising the Delphi survey on the Beat
website, suggesting representation from patients and the public, and similar increases were seen after
reminders were sent to professional groups. We are, therefore, confident that responses represent a wide
range of expert opinions.

Other known limitations of Delphi surveys that are carried out online – known as e-Delphi studies – focus on
internet access and research control.87 In terms of access, concerns have been raised about the availability
and reliability of internet access, particularly in remote, rural and developing areas, which may limit the
representativeness of respondents. Although such concerns cannot be dismissed, this is unlikely to be a major
concern in the current study, which primarily targeted stakeholders based in the UK and the RoI in order to
gain consensus about the classification of UK- and RoI-based services. Individuals invited to take part by
personal e-mail with an individual link to the survey included 687 named child and adolescent psychiatrists
identified via the CAPSS database, which records contact details for psychiatrists within the UK and the RoI
only. Although some respondents from outside the UK and the RoI may have responded via the open weblink
advertised on the Beat website (www.beateatingdisorders.org.uk; accessed February 2019), these are likely
to be in the minority. Research control may be more of an issue for the CostED Delphi study, with concerns
being raised regarding false representation, lack of verbal interaction and participant distractions.87 One of the
main suggestions to limit research control issues is to provide a secure hyperlink to expert participants, which
the CostED study was able to do for a proportion of the respondents, as already noted, but it is not possible
to assess false representation or errors resulting from lack of verbal interaction, so this must be considered
when drawing conclusions from the CostED Delphi study.

In addition, the Delphi survey did not include all aspects of a specialist child and adolescent eating disorders
service that may be considered important and, in particular, did not include all criteria outlined in more
recent guidance, as this was not available when the CostED study began.20 The choice of questions
on service characteristics was finalised with consideration of the burden on reporting clinicians and the
requirement from CAPSS to keep questionnaires as brief as possible. However, there was substantial overlap
between the CostED study criteria and the recent guidelines, outlined in Table 4 (see Chapter 2, Criteria for
specialist eating disorders services), including the size of the catchment area, the number of cases seen per
year, the existence of multidisciplinary teams with eating disorders experience and the provision of evidence-
based services, although not for coexisting mental health problems as required by the current guideline.
The current study additionally included the age of the service but did not include questions relating to
referral pathways, included in the recent guidelines20 but not in earlier guidelines.24 In addition, we were
not able to collect data on staff composition and skill mix because of the substantial reporting burden this
would have added, and more nuanced aspects of the quality of service delivery, such as team coherence
and philosophy or treatment approach, could not be captured meaningfully by this methodology.
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The absence of clear thresholds for Delphi consensus was a limitation, and so a decision was made to
conservatively set a relatively high percentage for inclusion of 80%, which was 5% above the median used
in similar studies.44 However, a lower threshold for inclusion would have made no difference to the final
results of the current study, although a threshold for inclusion of 75% would have meant that holding
weekly multidisciplinary meetings dedicated to eating disorders, which met criteria for inclusion in round 2,
would have met criteria for inclusion in round 1. No excluded criteria would have met criteria for inclusion,
even with a threshold as low as 60%.

Bias in reporting and questionnaire completion is likely to be a problem in the CostED study. Specialist
eating disorders services will tend to see more eating disorders cases than generic CAMHS, placing
a much greater questionnaire completion burden on individual clinicians. In the CostED study, some
clinicians provided > 20 case notifications, each of which required a baseline questionnaire and potentially
also 6- and 12-month follow-up questionnaires. This burden may reduce clinicians’ willingness or ability to
respond to notifications and questionnaires. However, those in specialist eating disorders services are also
more likely to have a vested interest in the results of the study, which may make them more willing to
take part. Overall, it is difficult to assess the extent or the direction of bias in the CostED data. A much
larger proportion of CAMHS provided at least one notification (> 60%), but those specialist services that
responded provided a much higher proportion of eligible notifications (approximately 65%).

The CostED study was also open to bias in terms of loss to follow-up owing to discharge, because
follow-up data were less likely to be available for those young people who were doing well and had been
discharged by services prior to the 6- or 12-month follow-up point. Again, it is difficult to hypothesise
the differential impact of this problem between the two different service types. Those initially assessed in
specialist eating disorders services showed greater improvements in functioning over the follow-up period,
whereas those in generic services were more likely to be in remission by the 12-month follow-up point.
Overall, there were only small differences in outcomes between the two groups at 12 months, suggesting
that loss to follow-up owing to discharge is very likely to be similar in both service types. However, the loss
of data on young people doing relatively well at follow-up will have an additional impact on the overall
outcome and cost results presented for the two groups. Had full data been available, it is likely that the
12-month outcome scores per young person would be more improved and the total cost per young person
over the 12-month period would be lower, on average, than the results presented here.

A further bias, discussed previously (see Outcomes), was the exclusion of young people admitted directly
to inpatient facilities without any contact with CAMHS, which may have been more likely in areas where
no specialist eating disorders services are available. This potentially introduces a bias in favour of generic
CAMHS because the care that these young people receive as inpatients will be considerably more expensive
than the costs of treating them in the community as might be the case had they instead been treated
by generic CAMHS. The emphasis in the recent investment in specialist services is on ease of access to
specialist eating disorders services (direct referral) and early intervention, in the hope that young people
are accessing care before they become sick enough to require hospitalisation.

A crucial characteristic of the CostED study to note as a limitation is the fact that all the analyses focused
on the service in which the young person was initially assessed and diagnosed, and not necessarily the
service in which all treatment was received. In other words, the CostED study did not aim to track the
movements of young people between service types. Thus, a young person initially assessed in a specialist
eating disorders service may have recovered after an initial period of treatment and subsequently been
referred to generic CAMHS for monitoring and treatment. Alternatively, a young person initially assessed
in generic CAMHS may have been referred for treatment in a specialist service if, for example, he or she
was particularly ill. In addition, a young person may have refused treatment in one service and requested
treatment elsewhere, perhaps in a service closer to home. The CostED study, having data at only three
time points (0, 6 and 12 months), cannot accurately track all shifts between service types, but a broader
assessment of changes at 6 and 12 months is possible, and this work, which does not form part of the
original proposal, will be undertaken and published separately.
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It is worth noting, however, that previous evidence from the London care pathways study does not
suggest substantial movement between specialist and generic services.32 In a sample of 84 young people
in London with a diagnosis of either anorexia nervosa or EDNOS-AN and who were assessed and treated
in NHS services (rather than private services), 81% were treated in the same type of service that they
were assessed in (63% assessed in a specialist service and received treatment in a specialist service and
18% assessed in a non-specialist service and received treatment in a non-specialist service). Only 19%
were assessed in a non-specialist service and subsequently received treatment in a specialist service.

The results presented in the CostED study were clearly affected by the baseline differences in the young
people initially assessed in specialist eating disorders services and those initially assessed in generic CAMHS.
This will always be a limitation of evaluations that do not randomly allocate participants to one or another
group. However, as noted earlier in this section, anorexia nervosa is a relatively rare disorder, making it
difficult and prohibitively expensive to recruit adequately powered samples for clinical trials, with the
CostED study recruiting a much larger sample (n = 298) than RCTs carried out in this population of young
people have been able to achieve to date.16,82,83 However, although surveillance studies are an important
approach to the evaluation of services for rarer conditions, the results must be considered alongside the
limitations. Baseline differences in the CostED study were found to influence the results presented, with
cost-effectiveness results in favour of specialist eating disorders services, but economic modelling results
showing little difference between the two groups.

Current UK clinical guidelines developed by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence require
economic evidence with effectiveness assessed in terms of quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs) to allow
comparison across a diverse range of disorders and to support decision-making with reference to a specified
threshold for incremental cost per QALY.88 As the CostED study relied on data from clinical records, no
measure capable of generating QALYs was available, so it is not possible to confirm the cost-effectiveness
of specialist eating disorders services using standard thresholds. Future research should consider approaches
to the collection of outcome data suitable for economic decision-making, such as the EuroQol measure
of health-related quality of life,89 currently recommended by the National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence,88 or the Child Health Utility instrument, which may be more suitable for young people.90

Finally, it was not possible to explore our proposed subgroups (children vs. adolescents and rural vs. urban
locations) or to model cost-effectiveness over the longer term. In terms of the subgroups, the number of
children in the sample (those aged ≤ 12 years) was too small to undertake any meaningful statistical
analyses (n = 35 at baseline; 12% of the total sample) and the classification of locations as rural or urban
proved impossible with only the first half of the postcode. Although some half-postcodes were clearly
rural or clearly urban (all postcodes starting with that first half of the postcode had the same classification),
many were a mix of both urban and rural. Future research must balance the need to explore rural versus
urban differences against the need to minimise the risk of patient identification through the use of limited
identifiers such as the first half of a postcode. In terms of the longer-term modelling, data to support this
were not available, highlighting a serious lack of cost and outcome data for young people with anorexia
nervosa, which is likely to be an important feature in many rarer disorders.

Future research

Future research should carefully consider all the limitations of the CostED study outlined in the previous section.
In terms of service evaluation, future research should focus on assessment of eating disorders services as
they evolve following the publication of commissioning standards for the provision of community-based
eating disorders services for young people in England in July 2015 and the announcement of £30M of
recurrent funding to support the transformation of these services.20 This investment, which had an explicit
aim of overall cost reduction, will allow the impact not only of specialist provision but also of early
intervention and staff training in evidence-based care to be evaluated.
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Given that anorexia nervosa can take a chronic or relapsing course, future research should also consider
the need for longitudinal follow-up to provide data to support assessment of the longer-term costs and
benefits of CAMHS for young people as they transition into adulthood, and whether or not lifespan
services provide a cost-effective alternative to age-specific care.

The CostED study, which focused on community-based services, also raises questions about the contribution
of inpatient facilities and the differential use and impact of specialist eating disorders versus generic facilities.
Future research should consider exploration of the full range of hospital and community-based services to
get a broader picture of the relative effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of specialist services compared with
generic CAMHS.

In terms of the classification of service types, further research is needed to consider the importance of
certain criteria that were excluded from the CostED study primarily in order to minimise the reporting
burden on clinicians. This includes the availability of evidence-based services for coexisting mental health
disorders and the skill mix and composition of staff. It might be possible to better identify the location,
number and characteristics of services via a multistakeholder mapping study of the kind in progress, as has
been used in the National Institute for Health Research-funded study of transition in young adults with
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (the CATChuS study: https://medicine.exeter.ac.uk/catchus/mapping/
adhdservices/; accessed February 2019). Seeking one informant per area to report on services is likely to
fail, as no stakeholder group has perfect knowledge, and CostED has demonstrated differences in opinion
over what constitutes a specialist service. A multistakeholder, multi-informant study that involved direct
contact with relevant practitioners and was promoted via multiple pathways, including social media,
may provide data to support a definitive map, which could be maintained over time so that practitioners
and patients can continue to access it. More complex, but also of value, would be studies considering
the quality of the mental health services provided to young people with anorexia nervosa, not just the
characteristics.

From a methodological point of view, future research should consider approaches for the collection of
outcome data suitable for economic decision-making, such as generic, preference-based measures capable
of generating QALYs, currently recommended by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence and
similar health technology assessment bodies in a number of countries around the world. In addition, future
studies should consider approaches to minimise missing data, balancing the need for larger samples and
adequate levels of follow-up data against the cost of collecting data from young people themselves or the
bureaucracy involved in gaining permission to collect data from the clinical records of a very large number
of clinics, rather than relying on clinicians to provide the data. Future studies should also consider novel
designs, possibly utilising routine data sources and the use of existing data sets, such as inpatient Hospital
Episode Statistics data sets from NHS Digital, given the prohibitively high cost of carrying out RCTs in rare
disorders such as anorexia nervosa in young people.

Conclusion

The CostED study suggests that, for young people aged 8–17 years with anorexia nervosa assessed in a
community-based mental health service, initial assessment in a specialist eating disorders service may have
a higher probability of being cost-effective than initial assessment in a generic CAMHS, but we were
unable to reach a firm conclusion as a result of the methodological limitations of the study, in particular
the lack of clear willingness-to-pay thresholds for the outcomes measured in the study.

Although the data presented suggest that costs and outcomes at the 12-month follow-up were similar
in both groups, specialist services were achieving these equivalent outcomes for a similar cost while
supporting young people who were more severely ill. In other words, young people initially assessed in
specialist services showed a larger improvement in outcomes over the 12 months, without the need for
additional expenditure.
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From a pragmatic, decision-making point of view, when this evidence is combined with previous evidence
to support the cost-effectiveness of specialist community-based services18 and to suggest that specialist
services reduce admissions and reduce costs, with no difference in outcome,32 the body of evidence as a
whole supports the provision of specialist eating disorders services, rather than generic services. The present
uneven geographical spread of specialist eating disorder services is a concern given the need for young
people who are more severly ill to be able to access local services without undue disruption to education,
family or social life. In addition, the equivocal CostED results should be considered alongside other factors
of relevance to any decision to invest in specialist eating disorders services,32,91,92 in particular the preferences
of patients and carers, with much evidence suggesting a preference for specialist services.
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Appendix 1 Service use

TABLE 30 Service use between baseline and 6-month follow-up: main analysis

Service use

Group, mean (SD); % using

Specialist (n= 147) Generic (n= 73)

Inpatient days 17.57 (44.95); 24.49 17.40 (44.52); 19.18

Paediatric 1.86 (8.70); 14.29 2.58 (10.18); 10.96

Eating disorders 10.03 (34.76); 9.52 8.59 (36.08); 6.85

Psychiatry 5.67 (25.73); 6.80 6.23 (25.25); 8.22

Other 0.01 (0.08); 0.68 0.00 (0.00); 0.00

Outpatient attendances 17.95 (10.64); 94.56 15.64 (14.66); 91.78

Paediatric 0.05 (0.26); 4.76 0.52 (1.67); 19.18

Eating disorders 16.14 (10.53); 89.12 8.41 (11.56); 60.27

Psychiatry 1.76 (6.08); 14.29 6.71 (9.17); 52.06

Day-patient attendances 3.39 (12.38); 9.52 0.97 (5.60); 4.11

Paediatric 0.00 (0.00); 0.00 0.04 (0.35); 1.37

Eating disorders 3.03 (11.77); 8.16 0.44 (3.75); 1.37

Psychiatry 0.35 (4.13); 1.36 0.49 (4.21); 1.37

SD, standard deviation.

TABLE 31 Service use between 6 and 12-month follow-ups: main analysis

Service use

Group, mean (SD); % using

Specialist (n= 137) Generic (n= 50)

Inpatient days 13.90 (41.16); 13.87 12.66 (31.87); 20.00

Paediatric 0.26 (2.18); 1.46 0.96 (4.55); 8.00

Eating disorders 9.80 (36.35); 9.49 5.80 (23.74); 6.00

Psychiatry 3.31 (18.40); 4.38 5.90 (19.56); 12.00

Other 0.53 (6.15); 0.73 0.00 (0.00); 0.00

Outpatient attendances 11.72 (11.56); 77.37 11.96 (21.97); 76.00

Paediatric 0.02 (0.15); 2.19 0.26 (0.90); 10.00

Eating disorders 10.77 (11.42); 70.80 7.26 (22.27); 36.00

Psychiatry 0.92 (3.62); 11.68 4.44 (6.50); 54.00

Day-patient attendances 1.12 (6.21); 4.38 0.16 (1.13); 2.00

Paediatric 0.00 (0.00); 0.00 0.00 (0.00); 0.00

Eating disorders 1.12 (6.21); 4.38 0.16 (1.13); 2.00

Psychiatry 0.00 (0.00); 0.00 0.00 (0.00); 0.00

SD, standard deviation.
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TABLE 32 Service use between baseline and 6-month follow-up: Delphi sensitivity analysis

Service use

Group, mean (SD); % using

Specialist (n= 112) Generic (n= 108)

Inpatient days 19.21 (46.96); 25.89 15.74 (42.40); 19.44

Paediatric 2.16 (9.73); 16.07 2.04 (8.65); 10.19

Eating disorder 11.37 (36.85); 9.82 7.67 (33.32); 7.41

Psychiatry 5.68 (26.07); 6.25 6.04 (25.05); 8.33

Other 0.01 (0.10); 0.89 0.00 (0.00); 0.00

Outpatient attendances 18.51 (10.37); 93.75 15.81 (13.65); 93.52

Paediatric 0.02 (0.13); 1.79 0.41 (1.40); 17.59

Eating disorders 17.21 (10.84); 88.39 9.81 (10.88); 70.37

Psychiatry 1.29 (4.66); 12.50 5.59 (9.29); 41.67

Day-patient attendances 4.00 (13.35); 11.61 1.12 (6.62); 3.70

Paediatric 0.00 (0.00); 0.00 0.03 (0.29); 0.93

Eating disorders 3.98 (13.35); 10.71 0.30 (3.08); 0.93

Psychiatry 0.02 (0.19); 0.89 0.80 (5.90); 1.85

SD, standard deviation.

TABLE 33 Service use between 6- and 12-month follow-ups: Delphi sensitivity analysis

Service use

Group, mean (SD); % using

Specialist (n= 104) Generic (n= 83)

Inpatient days 16.53 (45.85); 15.39 9.86 (27.41); 15.66

Paediatric 0.35 (2.50); 1.92 0.58 (3.55); 4.82

Eating disorders 12.91 (41.29); 12.50 3.49 (18.57); 3.62

Psychiatry 3.27 (19.64); 3.85 4.92 (17.52); 9.64

Other 0.00 (0.00); 0.00 0.87 (7.90); 1.21

Outpatient attendances 12.40 (12.13); 78.85 11.00 (18.00); 74.70

Paediatric 0.02 (0.14); 1.92 0.17 (0.71); 7.23

Eating disorders 11.55 (11.93); 73.08 7.69 (18.19); 46.99

Psychiatry 0.84 (3.55); 12.50 3.15 (5.81); 36.15

Day-patient attendances 1.34 (6.99); 4.81 0.27 (1.76); 2.41

Paediatric 0.00 (0.00); 0.00 0.00 (0.00); 0.00

Eating disorder 1.34 (6.99); 4.81 0.27 (1.76); 2.41

Psychiatry 0.00 (0.00); 0.00 0.00 (0.00); 0.00

SD, standard deviation.
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Appendix 2 Cost-effectiveness analysis: Delphi
sensitivity analysis
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FIGURE 16 Cost-effectiveness plane for CGAS score at 12 months: Delphi sensitivity analysis.
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FIGURE 17 Cost-effectiveness plane for CGAS score at 6 months: Delphi sensitivity analysis.
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FIGURE 18 Cost-effectiveness plane for %mBMI at 12 months: Delphi sensitivity analysis.
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FIGURE 19 Cost-effectiveness plane for %mBMI at 6 months: Delphi sensitivity analysis.
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